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Supposing, for instance, that the fundamental relations of pitched

sounds in the science of harmony and of musical composition were

susceptible of such expression and adaptations, the engine might

compose elaborate and scientific pieces of music of any degree of

complexity or extent.

Ada Lovelace
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RESUMEN

Como parte del proyecto Arcontinuo, un instrumento musical digital (DMI) con una

superficie multitáctil curva, esta investigación busca diseñar una estrategia para una sı́ntesis

de sonidos expresiva. Para lograrlo, este estudio contempla dos partes: análisis de la in-

teracción en DMIs con superficies multitáctiles y una propuesta de mapeo de descriptores

expresivos gestuales basado en lógica difusa.

La calidad de la interacción debe ser un objetivo central en el diseño de un DMI, pero

no es una tarea simple ya que involucra relaciones entre el músico, el DMI, otros músicos

y la audiencia. Por ello, usando conceptos de Interacción Humano-Computador (HCI) y

la teorı́a de affordance, se propone un modelo que permitirı́a iluminar el diseño de eventos

de interacción en DMIs multitáctiles. Los músicos deben interactuar con interfaces que

pueden ser controladas con frameworks de interacción y procesamiento, por lo que es

importante pensar y diseñar qué ocurre en estas etapas y cómo se relacionan con el mapeo

y la sı́ntesis de sonido. Por lo tanto, debemos asegurar que el uso de los frameworks

permita el control de la sı́ntesis para tareas especı́ficas, como la interpretación musical o

la mezcla, de acuerdo con los deseos del músico.

La incorporación de un análisis numérico de los gestos en base a la expresividad podrı́a

proveer de una etapa de mapeo más rico. Algunos de los descriptores más reportados en la

literatura y los de esfuerzo y forma de Laban han sido utilizados. Este mapeo enriquecido

es completado con un sistema de control difuso que recibe los descriptores como entradas

y los mapea en variables de sı́ntesis. Esta herramienta permite a los diseñadores de DMIs

definir sus propias reglas de mapeo considerando descripciones expresivas de los gestos

con diferentes estrategias: basadas en descriptores, basadas en un conjunto de gestos o

basadas en metáforas musicales.

Palabras claves: Control gestual, Instrumento Musical Digital, multitáctil, expresividad.
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ABSTRACT

This research is part of the project Arcontinuo, a digital musical instrument (DMI) with

a curved multi-touch surface. This work focused in the design of a strategy that would let

us synthesize sounds in an expressive way. To achieve that, the research was divided in

two parts: analysis of interaction in DMIs with multi-touch surfaces and a proposal for

mapping of expressive gestural descriptors based on fuzzy logic in multi-touch surfaces.

Interaction design for DMIs is not a simple task because it involves many relations

between the musician, the DMI, other musicians and the audience. The interaction quality

must be a central objective in a DMI design process. Using concepts from the field of

HCI and affordance theory, we propose a model that could illuminate the designing of

interaction events in multi-touch DMIs. Musicians should interact with interfaces that

can be controlled with interaction and processing frameworks, and as such, it is important

to think and design what happens in these stages and how they relate to mapping and

sound synthesis. Therefore, we must ensure that DMIs use frameworks that allow users to

control the synthesis process for specific tasks, such as musical performing or mixing, in

an appropriate way in accordance with their desires.

The incorporation of a numerical analysis of gestures based on expressiveness may

provide a richer mapping stage. Some of the most used descriptors that have been re-

ported in the literature and Laban’s descriptors for effort and shape were used. This en-

riched mapping is completed with a fuzzy control system that receives the descriptors as

inputs and maps them into synthesis variables. This tool would allow DMI designers to

define their own mapping rules considering expressive gestural descriptions with differ-

ent strategies: based on descriptors, based on a subset of gestures or based on musical

metaphors.

Keywords: Gestural control, Digital Musical Instrument, multi-touch, expressiveness.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1. Second Prototype of the Arcontinuo digital musical interface.
It is a musical instrument with a curved multi-touch surface.

The digital synthesis of sounds, with the help of computational systems, has expanded

the realm of possible sounds that musicians can use. Acoustical and electronic traditional

musical instruments are physically limited by their sound production technique, restricted

by the laws of physics. Instead, computational sound synthesis allows the creation of any

sound, even the ones that aren’t possible in nature due to spatial or material limitations

(Marshall, 2009).

The desire to control sound synthesis on stage has brought the creation of a variety of

digital musical instruments (DMIs). These instruments can generate any sound from any
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movement that the musician can do (Paradiso & O’Modhrain, 2003). Traditionally, the

design of DMIs has not considered all of the musicians requirements and their necessities

on stage. For example, ergonomics features of instruments and movements are not always

carefully designed. Also, the quality in the interaction between musician and DMIs has

not been study in enough depth (Sylleros et al., 2017).

With these ideas in mind, the musical instrument Arcontinuo was designed: an er-

gonomic DMI with a centered-on-the-musician design methodology. What movements

and postures the musicians can do were studied in detail to decide the shape; the instru-

ment has a touchable curved surface that can be hanged from the shoulders, as figure 1.1

shows. The surface measures the pressure that the musician exerts with its fingers and en-

ables them to perform with natural and ergonomic movements (Arcontinuo, 2015; Sylleros

et al., 2014).

As part of the project Arcontinuo, this research focused on multi-touch surfaces and

how to play music with them. As it was exposed by (R. F. Cádiz & Sylleros, 2017), it

was decided to give users the chance to change the way they interact with the instrument

and take decisions about the way it works. Nevertheless, it is necessary to provide a solid

foundation that would help musicians to design interactions that can work properly in any

required context.

1.1. Hypothesis and Objectives

The central hypothesis of this work is the following: A processing of gestural data

based on expressiveness allows for mappings that bring expressiveness to multi-touch dig-

ital musical instruments.

Following this hypothesis, the main objective of the study was the development of a

system that would allow the fine control of sound synthesis based on fingers’ gestures on a

multi-touch surface with a particular focus on expressiveness. We have implemented and
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tested our approach with the instrument Arcontinuo, but it is general enough to be applied

for any musical instrument based on continuous touchable surfaces.

In order to achieve the main objective, the following specific objectives were raised:

• Implementation of an algorithm that allows for the detection of fingers in the

Arcontinuo fast and accurately

• Analysis of interaction in different digital musical instruments based on multi-

touch surfaces

• Determination of advantages and disadvantages of different current strategies in

DMIs with touchable surfaces

• Implementation of an analytic system for finger gestures in an expressive way

• Implementation of a mapping strategy from finger features to sound synthesis

parameters

1.2. Literature review

As technology has evolved with DMIs, interfaces have incorporated more options for

expression in time. The first versions of DMIs were based on knobs and buttons. Then,

“expressive controllers became sidelined, and the market was dominated by the simple

on-off diatonic organ manual, perhaps with the addition of a couple of wheels for the left

hand and a pedal or two” (Paradiso & O’Modhrain, 2003). The MIDI protocol allowed

the separation of the process of generation and sound control, so more sophisticated con-

trollers were incorporated. Nowadays, the usage of Human-Computer interfaces based on

multiple sensors allows for the capturing of varied physical expressions and use them to

control sound synthesis engines (Paradiso & O’Modhrain, 2003).

Typically, DMIs are been understood as a three-stage process as shown in figure 2.1

(Wanderley & Orio, 2002; Wessel & Wright, 2002). This model divides the process on

three stages: input controller, mapping and synthesis. The first one represents the physical
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Figure 1.2. The classical model of DMIs incorporates controller, mapping
and synthesis stages (Wanderley & Orio, 2002; Wessel & Wright, 2002).
The controller stage does not incorporate information about subdivisions,
interface controls or signal processing sub-stages that would allow the un-
derstanding of what the user is doing.

interaction and inputs for the system. The second stage translate the musician’s move-

ments into musical features or parameters that are the inputs for the synthesis stage, which

generates sound. In consequence, this model allow us to divide the design of DMIs on

modular and semi-independent processes, but it does not include specific details about the

interaction between musician and instrument.

This research focuses on the specific case of DMIs that have controllers based on

multi-touch surfaces and how to map musicians’ gestures into sound in this case. Multi-

touch surfaces are widely common in DMIs and they are incorporated in dedicated or

multi-proposal devices, as figure 1.3 illustrates. More common approximations to use

these technologies are buttons, keys and grids that represent a particular frequency or

filters; when the musician taps an specific feature is set, so other movements are ignored

(Alessandro et al., 2015; Haken et al., 1998; Trump & Bullock, 2014; Wang, 2011) This

approximation does not take advantage of gestures made by the musician, neither relations

between gestures in time and space.

Gestures can be defined as observed movements of the body that contain information.

The analysis of gestures in computational contexts does not only require information about
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(a) Continuum (b) Roli

(c) Orphion (d) TC-11

Figure 1.3. Examples of DMIs based on multi-touch surfaces. The Con-
tinuum (Haken et al., 1998) and Roli (Roli, 2018) have dedicated surfaces
especially designed for musical purposes. The Orphion(Trump & Bullock,
2014) and TC-11 (Schlei, 2012), in contrast, are applications that work for
a generic tablet such as the iPad.

spatial position and its evolution in time (Cadoz & Wanderley, 2000) but also contextual

information that allows the interpretation of meaning. These different sources of informa-

tion should be catchable by sensors and processable and understandable by an algorithm

(Schumacher et al., 2016; Camurri et al., 2005). In this case, just the fingers that are touch-

ing the surface can be sensed, so we require information about how they move and what it

mean in the context of the interaction between the musician and the instrument.

In musical contexts, gestures have had a central role along history. In the case of

traditional musical instruments, they must be mastered by musicians in order to obtain the

desired sounds. In addition, performers use gestures with the intention of communicating

with the audience and other musicians or as a response to the sound, and also there are
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gestures that facilitate the realization of sound-producing gestures (Dahl et al., 2010). This

research focuses on gestures that generate and modify sounds.

Research in music and Human Computer Interaction (HCI), known as Music Interac-

tion, has contributed to a deeper understanding of DMIs. HCI provides tools to analyze

musicians’ activities and to evaluate DMIs as interfaces that control a computational pro-

cess (Holland et al., 2013). In HCI, mental models are the user’s explanations about how a

system works, which may be constructed by metaphors and modified by usage. Metaphors

are representations of a system that define rules of its behavior and can refer a well-known

system in order to facilitate the understanding of a new system performance(Wickens et

al., 1998). On the other hand, HCI also considers frameworks, which are conceptual or

physical systems that structure a process or a system with the aim of improving the inter-

action (Mooney, 2010).

As it was proposed in (Jordá et al., 2010), touchable surfaces bring actions from the

physical world to a virtual representation, meaning that the usage of real-world metaphors

from the users’ movements and actions can provide easier ways to use the interface. How-

ever, in the case of DMIs, metaphors have been in most cases centered on mapping and

synthesis, because they are considered the core of the instrument (Magnusson, 2010). In

chapter 2 we argue that a more careful DMI analysis and design of the interface can give a

better understanding of the system and incorporate the users’ movements in a more natural

way.

On the other hand, a central issue on the design of DMI is how to make them ex-

pressive. Some authors consider that expressiveness focuses on the message the composer

wants to transmit, which can be modified by the performer with changes in sound (De Poli,

2004). From this point of view, gestures must facilitate expression, giving performers the

ability to control sound features, producing an expressive sound (Arfib et al., 2005). As

“behaviors encode content information (the ‘What’ is communicating) and expressive in-

formation (the ‘How’ it is communicating)” (Pelachaud, 2009), musicians resort to subtle

changes in sound, such as variations in tempo, pitch, loudness and timbre, thus generating
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a specific expression to be transmitted (De Poli, 2004; Arfib et al., 2005).

1.3. Methodology and results

1.3.1. Functioning of Arcontinuo

The Arcontinuo has a curved touchable surface that works with Frustrated Total Inter-
nal Reflection (FTIR) technology.

FTIR technology is based on optical total internal reflection within an interactive
surface. Electromagnetic waves transmitted within an inner material are completely
reflected at its boundary if both the inner material has a higher refractive index than
the outer material and the angle of incidence at the boundary between the materials
is small enough. Common FTIR set-ups have a transparent acrylic pane with a frame
of LEDs around the side injecting infrared light. When the user touches the acrylic,
the light escapes and is reflected at the finger’s point of contact due to its higher
refractive index; an infrared-sensitive camera at the back of the pane can clearly see
these reflections (Schöning et al., 2008).

The most updated version of the Arcontinuo has a matrix of 1512 Infrared sensors, instead

of a camera, that are read with the help of an FPGAs instead of micro-processors, that

allow a high-frequency sampling of the sensor data (R. F. Cádiz & Sylleros, 2017).

In older prototypes, the algorithm to detect fingers’ positions was implemented in

a software in a computer, that implied sending all the sensor images by UART. In the

current version, as it has much more sensors, to send all the data at the reading frame

rate implied a big error probability. For this reason, it was necessary to implement the

image processing algorithm to detect the fingers’ positions directly in the FPGA in order

to reduce the information that the device sends to the computer.

1.3.2. Detection of Fingers in Arcontinuo

The first step was the implementation of a signal processing algorithm that allow us to

detect the fingers touching the surface from the pre-processed images, as the one shown in
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Figure 1.4. Pre-processed image of Arcontinuo

1.4. The pre-processing stage generates an image with the mean values of each sensor in

a passive state. At the beginning, when the device is powered-on, the mean value and the

standard deviation of each sensor are calculated. Then, in each frame the sensors are read;

if the mean plus the standard deviation is exceeded, the pixel take the read value minus the

mean and the standard deviation in passive state; in another case, the pixel is set as zero.

All the values are saved on as a gray image on RAM, which have the sensors values in the

proper order.

To start, the algorithm of figure 1.5, based on Run Length Encoding (RLE) and Com-

ponents Connected Labelling (CC), was implemented (C. T. Johnston & Bailey, 2008;

Bailey, 2011). The gray image is transformed into a binary image, which identifies pixels

with fingers. From the binary image, rows are extracted with a run-length encoding algo-

rithm, so we can connect active zones horizontally. Then, we detect if zones of close rows

are connected and assign the same label when it is the case. The centroids of the fingers

are obtained considering the pressure observed for each active pixel with the same label.

The image processing algorithm begins with the binarization of the gray image consid-

ering the Thresholds RAM, which saves a different threshold for each row. The thresholds

are different for rows in order to compensate the differences of the distribution of light.

The user defines a threshold for the external part of the image and a percentage of decrease

at the image’s center. In this way, it is possible to define thresholds per each row that de-

pend of the distance to the center and are smaller at the center, where the infrared light is
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(a) Binary image (b) Encoding result

(c) Labelling result (d) Centroids result

Figure 1.5. Connected Components Algorithm for FPGA. From the binary
image, we extract rows and encode active zones with a run-length encoding
algorithm, so we can connect active zones horizontally. Then, we detect if
zones of close rows are connected and assign them the same label if it
corresponds. The centroids of the fingers are then obtained considering the
pressure observed for each active pixel with the same label.

weaker. The Binary RAM saves with a 1 the pixels with a higher value of its threshold

and a 0 in another case.

After this, the binary image is read and filters are applied to improve it. To read the

RAM in an ordered way, the image’s rows are extracted one by one with the module

Image-To-Row, that extracts one full row and sends it to the other modules with the index

of the row. Morphological filters (dilation and erosion) are applied to close holes in the

image that noise can produce.
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Computer 
interface

Finger
features

Tracked
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Gray image
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Figure 1.6. Block’s diagram of FPGA’s circuit for reading sensors and de-
tecting fingers positions. The sensors are read with a set of ADCs and the
block Sensors’ reader sets which sensor are connected. For each sensor, the
value is compared with a statistical version of the sensor, that establishes
the non-active levels in RAM. Mean no-pressure levels. The processed val-
ues of sensors are recorded in RAM memory denoted as Gray image and
compared with the Thresholds RAM by the block Binarization, resulting
the Binary image, which saves which pixels have a finger pressing. Im-
age to Row reads one full row and gives it to Morphological filter, which
eliminates holes. Then, RLE encode rows to say how many zones with fin-
gers a row has and their positions in the Coded image. Labeller compares
the positions of fingers in correlative rows and give the corresponding la-
bels to the zones, while Feature extractor save values of each row in order
to calculate the finger’s position and saves it in Finger features. Tracker
gives an id to each finger and saves sample by sample the new positions of
the fingers in Tracked Fingers features. Finally, these values are read and
Computer interface sends them by UART to the outside world.
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In order to tag the different zones of the image, a Run Length Encoding (RLE) al-

gorithm was implemented. Each row is coded with the RLE module, that tells in which

column does the zone starts and ends with each finger. In this way, the quantity of infor-

mation is reduced and now it is just necessary to determine which zones are part of the

same group. To do that, the algorithm of Connected Components (CC) is implemented in

the Labeller module, which gives a tag to each active part of the image. The CC algorithm

identifies when two different parts intercept in order to produce the same tag.

The Feature Extractor module receives the assigned tags from the Labeller and calcu-

lates the relevant features from fingers touching the surface, which are shaped as blobs in

the image. For each blob, it is important to obtain the centroid, area and pressure. To ob-

tain the features, for each part we calculate the sum of pixel values zi, the center (cxi,cyi)

in axis X and Y weighted by zi. Then, considering each zone i labeled with the label l, we

can obtain the centroid in X as:

xl =

∑
i∈I

cxi ∗ zi∑
i∈I

zi

And the equivalent process is applied to obtain the center in Y.

As figure 1.7 illustrates, this algorithm can not separate fingers that are too close;
to solve this situation, a watershed algorithm was implemented especially to divide near
fingers. This algorithm, explained in figure 1.8,

considers the pixel values of an image as a topographical map and segments an
image based on topographical watersheds. [...]A droplet of water falling on each
pixel within the image. The droplet will flow downhill until it reaches a basin where
it will stop. The image is segmented based on grouping together all of the pixels that
flow into the same basin(Bailey, 2011).

The implementation of the watershed algorithm, shown in figure 1.9, considers some

changes in the algorithm. For pixels that exceed the threshold, the position of the maxi-

mum value in a 3x3 neighborhood is calculated and saved in a RAM. Then, the labelling

process, for each pixel has the following possibilities:
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(a) Gray image

(b) Binary version

Figure 1.7. Binarization of closed fingers. The connected components al-
gorithm can’t distinguish between this two fingers that are so near.

(i) no label and maximum without label: a new label is assigned for the evaluated

pixel and the maximum

(ii) no label and maximum with label: the pixel receives the label of the maximum

pixel in its neighborhood

(iii) label and maximum without label: the maximum receives the label of the pixel

(iv) label and maximum with label: the labels from the pixel and the maximum are

merged

To make the merging process, a RAM saves the equivalences of labels. In parallel, the

Feature Calculator sums the weighted positions of the pixels with the same label and sends

the information of position of fingers when all the image is reviewed.

Finally, it was necessary to implement an algorithm that allow us to track fingers and

give them the same id. We implemented the algorithm proposed by Huang et al. (2015)

for tracking with a large number of points. The data from the past frame is saved in RAMs
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(a) Maximums (b) Start labelling

(c) Merge condition (d) Merging results

Figure 1.8. Watershed Algorithm for FPGA. From the gray image, for each
pixel bigger than the threshold, the position of the bigger pixel in the neigh-
borhood is determined, as figure 1.8a illustrates. All pixels start without a
label, and repeat the label of the maximum closest pixel. In figure 1.8b we
started evaluating pixel C2, which should have the same label of D3; as
they both didn’t have a label, a new label was assigned. Then, D2 and E2
receives the same label as D3, because it is their maximum. In figure 1.8c,
when it is time to check pixel D3, which maximum is D4, we find that it
has a different label from its maximum, so both labels are merged and label
3 become 1, as figure 1.8d.

and each frame positions from old blobs are compared with the new ones. We constructed

a table that reflects the distances between two blobs. We used the Manhattan distance:

Dij = |xi − xj|+ |yi − yj|
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Figure 1.9. Block’s diagram of FPGA’s circuit for watershed algorithm. In
this case, the maximum position in the 3x3 neighborhood is searched and
saved in the RAM Maximum, then, the Labeller FSM assign the labels that
group following the flow and saves in Equivalences the merging. Features
accumulate the weighted positions of pixels with the same label and make
the merging process.

This distance measure was chosen instead of euclidean distance because of its easier

implementation in FPGAs. As figure 1.10 illustrates, once all distances are calculated, the

lowest valid distance is searched. If the minimum distance is lower than a threshold, the

ID of the corresponding old blob is assigned to the new blob and all distances associated

are discarded. The process is repeated until all old blobs are assigned or all new blobs
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without an ID have distances that exceed the threshold. If after this process there are still

new blobs without ID, they receive a new ID.

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

2

1 3

Figure 1.10. Tracking algorithm implemented for Arcontinuo in FPGA.
The old blobs (coloreds) are compared with the new ones (whites). The
first step is calculating the distances between all old blobs positions and
the new ones. Then, the shortest distance is searched for; if it is lower to a
threshold, the ID of the corresponding old blob is assigned to the new blob
and all distances associated are discarded; in this case the blob 2 is near of
the medium white blob. The process is repeated just for distances between
the rest of the old and new blobs. In this case, the distance between blob
1 and the left blob is the lower, so it is assigned with and ID of 1. Finally,
all old blobs are assigned but the last new blob doesn’t have and ID, so it
receives a new one.

1.3.3. Analysis of DMIs based on multi-touch

An important part of this study was the analysis of interaction in different DMIs based

on touchable surfaces, which is presented in chapter 2. A list of 28 musical instruments

were reviewed in order to understand the current strategies that the DMI’s designers use

when they work with touchable surfaces. Some concepts from Human Computer Interac-

tion (HCI) were use in the analysis.
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One important result, presented on section 2.3, is an expanded version of the DMIs’

model. The presented version divides the controller stage into interface and processing

frameworks, that allow us to analyze and design this two process separately. The first

consists on the organization of the playable surface and the determination of what kind of

values can be directly obtained from it. Processing frameworks consist on the interpre-

tation of the information obtained from an interface framework. It determines what kind

of interactions between multi-touch points and their evolution in space and time will be

considered. Both frameworks give information about the musician’s possibilities in re-

lation to the interface, and can help us to understand how the musician intends to move

in the interaction event. Moreover, interaction and processing frameworks are tools that

define how the user will construct his own mental models and how they understand that

the mapping and synthesis stages work.

The observed strategies were divided in different levels of interaction and processing

and the interactions of them were analyzed. Interaction was divided into keys, sliders

and multi-dimensional zones, as three levels of interaction that can be obtained in inter-

faces with touchable surfaces. These three levels represent different kinds of information

and possibilities in the usage of controllers. Processing, by its side, was divided in ver-

tex, polygons and gestures, as different levels of information that can be obtained with

algorithm that process the information. Finally, the current usage of the strategies and

their possibilities were compared. For each level of processing and interaction there were

defined affordances, actions that users can achieve when they interact with the DMI, and

constraints, limits that the controller has when someone interacts with the DMI. For exam-

ple, a key-based strategy affords the action of pressing and has the constrain of selection

of one value and processing frameworks create the possibility to change the synthesis in

subtle ways, because they provide information about low and high level changes on the

musician’s movements that can be incorporated into a posterior mapping stage.
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We detected that the usage of different kinds of interaction frameworks were not

widely connected with their affordances and processing frameworks have not been ex-

ploited. The most common use of keys is to select pitch directly, so this is not very differ-

ent from the direct manipulation of a computer keyboard. On the other side, sliders and

multi-dimensional frameworks have commonly been used to control general parameters

of the system or features of the sound synthesis. Processing frameworks have not been

very popular but its usage is usually correlated with their affordances: tracking has been

used to understand beginning an ending points of any touch action, postures and gestures

are connected to a multi-dimensional control of timbre and amplitude. Nevertheless, in

many cases, frameworks do not appear to be designed to lead movements based on mu-

sical metaphors: the gestures and postures are not directly related with sound changes.

Moreover, the use of gestures on DMIs are usually related with gestures used on a typical

tablet and mobile apps.

In sum, chapter 2 establishes an starting point to propose an strategy for multi-touch

DMIs. The incorporation of a processing stage that allows for a better understanding about

gestures can expand the possibilities to design DMIs based on how they both work. For

example, is clear that a multi-parametric control of sound requires a processing framework

that would let us analyze the movement in a multi-dimensional way.

1.3.4. A proposal to play multi-touch surfaces

The second part of this research, presented in chapter 3, focuses in proposing a way to

play DMIs based on multi-touch surfaces, such as the Arcontinuo. A key aim was to find

a way to incorporate expressiveness in the system.

As a lack of the understanding of expressiveness in multi-touch gestures was detected,

it was decided to search for a system that would helps us to analyze it analytically in order

to incorporate it to the mapping process. Some DMIs were studied in order to establish

which descriptors of gestures were used in them. We realized that, in this case, the most

common are low level descriptors of movements, that refer to dynamics and geometry of
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the fingers’ gestures, as distance, acceleration, velocity, angles or time of the movement.

In general, multi-touch instruments didn’t use a mathematical description that take into

account high level understanding of expressiveness.

Other DMIs and interactive systems were taken into account to have an idea about

how to incorporate expressiveness. The Laban model of movement was selected in order

to analyze fingers movements in a touchable surface, as it has been widely use in musical

and artistic contexts. Specifically, effort and shape descriptors were used to analyze how

the movement is done, as they allow us to distinguish between several features of a gesture:

strong vs light, sustained vs sudden, direct vs indirect or bounded vs free.

Figure 1.11. Implementation in Max MSP. The system receives the infor-
mation from the Arcontinuo, in this case by the MIDI protocol, and calcu-
lates the descriptors that the user decides to use. The descriptors are the
inputs for the fuzzy system, which work following the rules that the user
previously defined. These rules can be modified within the patch. The
outputs of the fuzzy system may be connected to any synthesis tool.

In this thesis, we present a system, implemented in MaxMSP, that allows for a real-

time mapping of expressive gestural analysis into sound synthesis parameters with a fuzzy

logic engine. It is a tool that can be used for any user who wish to control any sound
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synthesis system with any multi-touch system. Users can select what descriptors they will

use and set the rules with easy linguistic parameters, without mathematical analysis.

The gestural descriptors were extracted in real-time on MaxMsp receiving the finger’s

positions from the Arcontinuo and a simulated version of it was also implemented. The de-

scriptors were tested, with the simulation of Arcontinuo and the real one, and we checked

that the they worked properly and described appropriate changes in gestures. Figure 1.11

shows the implementation in MaxMsp and the changes that some values experiment. The

user can select what gestural descriptors he wants to use as inputs for the mapping process.

To map the motion descriptors to synthesis features, a fuzzy logic system is proposed.

The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox (R. Cádiz & Kendall, 2006; R. F. Cádiz & Gonzalez-Inostroza,

2018) was used to implement the system in MaxMSP; as it allows for the implementation

of real-time fuzzy systems in computer musical environments. Users can set the rules in

the system in real-time or import them from a text file created in MATLAB or similar

software.

The system was tested with three different strategies to define rules: based on de-

scriptors, based on a set of gestures and based on musical metaphors. Simple mappings

that connect one input with one output were tested satisfactorily, but they do not allow

for cross-coupling mappings. Also, it was proven that the system responds for specific

gestures that can be related by rules analyzing which descriptors change. Finally, both

strategies were mixed in order to define rules related with musical metaphors.

Chapter 3 presents a full proposal for processing and mapping of multi-touch infor-

mation following an expressive understanding of gestures. This is an significant advance,

based on research, for the development of Arcontinuo that opens the possibilities to define

a mapping stage that would work in stage for any sound synthesis.
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1.4. Conclusions

On one side, the implementation of the algorithms for the detection of fingers in FPGA

for the Arcontinuo works satisfactorily. It is possible to detect up to 10 fingers at a 120

fps rate. The system allows to use such a touchable surface in musical contexts. In this

regard, this research helped the development of Arcontinuo.

On another side, this research represents some contributions for the design and analysis

of DMIs in general. Design of DMIs is not a simple task because it involves many relations

between the musician, the DMI, other musicians and the audience. For these reasons,

the interaction quality must be a central objective in a DMI design process. A central

point in this interaction is the expressiveness that the musician can achieve with the DMI.

In order to do that, the expressive analysis of gestures can give an understanding about

emotional communication, which can be required to make a sound synthesis related with

expressiveness.

In this research, we presented a model that allows for the understanding and designing

of interaction events on touchable DMIs. Musicians interact with a specific interface that

can be controlled with interaction and processing frameworks, and as such it is important

to think and design what happens on these stages and how they relate to posterior mappings

and synthesis stages. The model enables to analyze differences of interaction that are not

totally clear with the classical model of DMIs.

Sound must be controllable by the musicians, meaning that the interaction and process-

ing frameworks and the mapping stage must give sufficient possibilities for subtle changes.

Designers of DMIs have to think what is possible with the specific instrument and what

the system is facilitating. In consequence, frameworks should allow to define parameters

in a precise and varied way; processing can multiply the possibilities to understand the

gestures and use it in the mapping stage.
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In order to synthesize digital sounds on stage, is important to develop systems that

would let us analyze gestures at low and high order in real-time. This research uses com-

mon low level descriptors for finger gestures and adapt full-body movement analysis de-

scriptors. In chapter 3 it is shown that descriptors of effort and shape, based on Laban’s

theories, are compatible with touchable surfaces and give a good approximation that let us

distinguish expressive features of fingers’ gestures. An implication of this is the possibility

of mappings between expressiveness features of gestures for artistic expression.

Fuzzy logic was shown to be a good option for mapping with gestural information

in DMIs. Mapping of gestural information, which usually consider multiple inputs and

outputs, require strategies that let musicians modify the system’s behavior easily and un-

derstand and predict how it works. Approaches like functions setting do not give clear in-

formation about it and can confuse users. On the other side, recognition of gestures, based

on hidden Markov models or neural networks, usually respond satisfactorily just to pre-

trained gestures. Fuzzy logic, in contrast, allows for a mapping based on multi-parametric

common-sense rules. Additionally, rules can have different degrees of relevance, that may

facilitate the preponderance of some rules over others.

As it was exposed in this thesis, we were able to complete the research goals previously

defined. To start, two algorithms to detect fingers were implemented satisfactorily in the

Arcontinuo. Then, to generate a system for sound synthesis, 28 DMIs were analyzed and

we determined advantages and disadvantages of different current strategies in DMIs with

touchable surfaces. These ideas remain in a processing stage that include an expressive

analysis of gesture which is used in the mapping stage. Finally, we developed a system that

incorporates expressiveness for multi-touch DMIs and, in particular, for the Arcontinuo.

1.5. Future Work

The model presented on chapter 2 may be generalized for DMIs and a similar analysis

of interaction and processing frameworks can be done. There is a potential contribution of
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the proposed model in a general version, as it can explain process that are not observable

in the classical model of DMIs, some other features can be designed or analyzed with the

presented model.

The descriptors should be tested with others multi-touch surfaces, such as tablets. This

would prove the usage of expressive descriptors based on Labanotation in multi-touch

environments. Some touchable interfaces won’t need adaptations but for others we should

consider some changes, especially for the usage of Z and area.

In order to use the presented work in a musical context, it is necessary to find rules that

would ensure a pertinent interaction on stage. The design of behavior rules can initially be

made based on common sense or theoretical analysis, but we consider that it is primordial

the incorporation of users in all the process. A further study with more focus on the

construction of rules is therefore suggested. In this case, is important to test the interaction

between musicians and the specific DMI analyzed.

Finally, we think of primordial importance the realization of a testing experiment with

musicians on stage. In the particular research of the Arcontinuo, a synthesis structure

should be defined beforehand, and how it would change should be asked to musicians and

potential users of the instrument. Also, it is important to test the interactions between the

instrument, the musician, other musicians and the audience.
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CHAPTER 2. UNDERSTANDING INTERACTION IN MUSICAL MULTI-TOUCH

SURFACES

2.1. Introduction

1Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) are human-computer interfaces which allow mu-

sicians to control a computer synthesis process (Wanderley & Depalle, 2004). DMIs have

expanded the possibilities for live performance of computer music because they allow the

control of real-time interactive sound synthesis. These interfaces have evolved in par-

allel with other technologies that have improved the interaction between musicians and

computers. Today, when we can see touchable surfaces everywhere, many DMIs have

incorporated touch technologies in order to capture the movements of hands and fingers.

Figure 2.1. Classic model of DMIs incorporates controller, mapping and
synthesis stages (Wanderley & Orio, 2002; Wessel & Wright, 2002). The
controller stage does not incorporate information about subdivisions, inter-
face controls or signal processing sub-stages that would allow the under-
standing of what the user is doing.

1This chapter is published as González-Inostroza, M., Sylleros, A., Cádiz, R. (2017). Understand-
ing interaction in musical multi-touch surfaces. In 2017 icmc/emw - 43rd international computer music
conference and the 6th international electronic music week
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Typically, DMIs are been understood as a three-stage process as shown in Figure 2.1

(Wanderley & Orio, 2002; Wessel & Wright, 2002). This model divides the process on

three stages: input controller, mapping and synthesis. The first one represents the physical

interaction and inputs for the system. The second stage translate the musician’s move-

ments into musical features or parameters that are the inputs for the synthesis stage, which

generates sound. In consequence, this model allow us to divide the design of DMIs on

modular and semi-independent processes, but it does not include specific details about the

interaction between musician and instrument.

Research in Music and Human Computer Interaction (HCI), known as Music Interac-

tion, has contributed to a deeper understanding of DMIs. HCI provides tools to analyze

musicians’ activities and to evaluate DMIs as interfaces that control a computational pro-

cess (Holland et al., 2013). We think that the usage of some theories taken from the field

of HCI would improve the analysis of the interaction process on DMIs, as we discuss now.

In HCI, mental models are the user psychological explanations about how a system

works, that helps enlighten what the system will do in response to an specific action. They

can be constructed by metaphors and modified by usage. Metaphors are representations

of a system that define rules of its behavior. They reference a well-known system in order

to facilitate the understanding of a new system performance (Wickens et al., 1998). On

the other hand, HCI also considers frameworks, which are conceptual or physical systems

that structure a process or a system with the aim of improving the interaction (Mooney,

2010).

HCI designers must facilitate the relationship between what the user wants and the

action they must produce in order to obtain what is desired. In consequence, they must

help building correct mental models that would predict what the system will do in response

to an specific action. As we indicated earlier, frameworks must be applied to the design

for a conceptual understanding of the system and they are based on metaphors that help in

making the system behavior transparent (Wickens et al., 1998).
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As it was proposed in (Jordá et al., 2010), touchable surfaces bring actions from the

physical world to a virtual representation, meaning that the usage of real-world metaphors

from the users’ movements and actions can provide easier ways to use the interface. How-

ever, in the case of DMIs, metaphors have been in most cases centered on mapping and

synthesis, because they are considered the core of the instrument (Magnusson, 2010). We

argue that a more careful DMI analysis and design of the interface can give a better under-

standing of the system and incorporate the users’ movements in a more natural way.

Interfaces use physical and conceptual frameworks that define the interaction and pos-

sible actions, which are tools themselves. Musical frameworks have been used on com-

positional and performing contexts and influence the way the music is done. A violin, a

synthesizer or a digital audio workstation software are examples of physical frameworks.

Also, conceptual frameworks are common in music, for example a twelve-bar blues or a

metric rhythm (Mooney, 2010).

Any framework has affordances, actions that the users perceive they could do with

the system and are possible to achieve (Norman, 2013). Also, they have constraints that

avoid making other actions. Affordances and constraints are studied in order to understand

what a user could do in the presence of the system (chen You & Chen, 2007). Mooney

(Mooney, 2010) takes the violin as a good example: “Since the violin comprises strings

stretched between two fixed points, so it is acoustically predisposed to produce pitched

sounds. Accordingly, if we were to look at the violin repertoire, across all the genres

of music and styles of performance we would probably find, on average and generally

speaking, that it is used to produce pitched sounds more often than noisy sounds”.

In this paper, we propose an expanded model of DMI that would work for touchable

DMIs in order to understand and classify different processes that are present in these

kinds of interfaces. Section 2.2 provides a discussion of interaction quality for the case of

DMIs. In section 2.3 we detail this expanded model for the understanding of interaction

on touchable DMIs. Section 2.4 provides a level-based classification of interaction and
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processing frameworks and we study how controls and processing influence the musician-

instrument interaction. In section 2.5 we analyzed frameworks used by twenty eight well

known multi-touch DMIs and discuss how different levels of interaction and processing

should be applied on touchable DMIs. Finally, we present a general discussion and the

conclusions of our work.

2.2. Interaction on DMIs

Interaction quality can be understood as an event “where the subject, driven by per-

sonal meaning, is concerned with the material culture (context) to do something satisfacto-

rily when dealing with objects” (Sylleros et al., 2017). Users perceive value on interaction

events that help to understand when an object works better for them in an specific context.

Sylleros et. al classify the value in three categories: operable-functional, visceral-sensory

and reflexive-symbolic. The first value relates the object’s features with advantage when

the user manipulates and operates with the object. The second value refers to sensory

dimensions of the object that affect the subject’s perception about its behavior. The last

value refers to subject understanding and explanations about the object operation. All

these values are connected and their relations affect perception of quality of the interac-

tion. Therefore, the inclusion of potential users of the DMI in the design and validation

process is crucial to obtain better designs (Sylleros et al., 2017).

In the context of the operable-functional value, it is desirable that DMIs allow for

expressiveness and the development of an individual style. Expressiveness has been de-

scribed as subtle variations in tempo, timbre and pitch that help the musician to com-

municate feelings and intentions (Arfib et al., 2005). In consequence, a DMI must help

controlling the sound even if it only implies tiny changes in the sonic output.

DMIs require some basic common features such as ergonomics, precision and low

latency. The instrument must be comfortable in terms of its structure, size, weight, con-

struction and the movements that the user has to do to operate it (Sylleros et al., 2014).
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In this case, operable-functional value when combined with visceral-sensory value affect

the perception of quality. Also, the instrument has to ensure a minimum level of accuracy,

which means that the detection of the movements must be precise in space with small

amounts of computation time.

Who plays the DMI, other musicians on stage and spectators interact with the musical

instrument and give reflexive-symbolic value to it. Therefore, the musician’s movements

must allow the understanding of what he/she is doing and how he/she is manipulating the

sound. This is where metaphors help musicians and audiences to understand how a DMI is

working. Metaphors related with known musical movements will allow for better mental

models about what sounds will be triggered by any specific movement.

In order to make better DMIs based on touchable surfaces, we have to pay special at-

tention and carefully design how the musician will interact with the interface. Following

some ideas we can borrow from HCI practice, we propose to build DMI interfaces that

ensure affordances for musical purposes. To achieve that, we now study interaction in the

context of touchable DMIs. It will help us to design touchable DMIs centered on inter-

action quality, because we can focus on value, specifically at the operable-functional and

reflexive-symbolic levels.

2.3. An expanded model for interaction on touchable DMIs

We propose a model aimed to expand the understanding of touchable DMIs. The

classic DMI model, shown in figure 2.1, makes explicit what happens once the user’s

movement is finished, but it does not provide means for analyzing or designing the inter-

action between the musician and the interface. How interaction is analyzed depends on

the interface, which means we must find common characteristics for multi-touch surfaces

used for DMIs.
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Controller

Figure 2.2. Our scheme aggregates an interaction and processing frame-
work to the classic model of figure 2.1. The interaction framework refers
to controls that are present in the system and the processing frameworks in-
terpret received information for a better understanding of the user’s move-
ments.

We propose the addition of two levels of frameworks to the classic DMI model, as

figure 2.2 displays. DMIs interaction designers should consider, in addition to the classic

model, interaction frameworks and processing frameworks. This modification divides the

Controller stage of figure 2.1 into these two frameworks that represent different levels of

interaction with the interface. These frameworks define how a musician will interact with

the system, what movements will originate changes on the produced sound and what won’t

change the result.

Interaction frameworks consist on the organization of the playable surface and the

determination of what kind of values can be directly obtained from it. Sensors give in-

formation about the finger’s position and, in some cases, the pressure being applied to

the surface and they can be organized in zones with specific meanings in the system’s

operation. These zones are controls of the system and help the user to understand which

parameters are being obtained from them. This stage can be defined on a physical layer,
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for example some DMIs have keys on their structure, but they can exist on a virtual space,

as grids on tablets.

Processing frameworks consist on the interpretation of the information obtained from

an interface framework. It determines what kind of interactions between multi-touch

points and their evolution in space and time will be considered. Some approaches incor-

porate the use of machine learning techniques in order to understand what the musician

is doing (Caramiaux & Tanaka, 2013). These dynamic analysis are usually achieved by

feedback, as figure 2.2 shows, in order to compare past and present states.

Both frameworks give information about the musician’s possibilities in relation to the

interface, and can help us to understand how the musician intends to move in the inter-

action event. Moreover, interaction and processing frameworks are tools that define how

the user will construct his own mental models and how they understand the mapping and

synthesis stages work.

2.4. Levels of interaction and processing on touchable surfaces

A framework can be studied “as a collection of independent, smaller, frameworks; and

likewise, any collection of frameworks can also be regarded as a single, larger, frame-

work” (Mooney, 2010). We have detected that many touchable DMIs, as shown in table

2.1, use frameworks constituted by different kinds of controls or processing strategies that

are frameworks by themselves and can be studied as single elements with their own af-

fordances. In order to facilitate the analysis, we propose to classify different frameworks

for interaction and processing as levels about what interactions and relations they afford.

Nevertheless, we must consider how the smaller frameworks are related to the interaction

and processing frameworks in order to establish how the user will interact with the full

system.
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2.4.1. Levels of interaction

Interaction frameworks can be classified according to the information that can obtained

from them and the interaction they afford. We propose a classification of interaction frame-

works based on three basic levels: keys, sliders and multidimensional zones. Each level

adds new possibilities and expands the number of involved dimensions.

(i) Keys: The discretization of the surface by means of keys, zones or buttons that

allow to select a singular parameter or (de)active a property. The user can touch

any point of the key and the result will be the same.

(ii) Sliders: With sliders or knobs the user can change one parameter, but usually

the change happens continuously. It is not possible to define an specific value

without passing through all the possible values between the actual and the desire

value.

(iii) Multi-dimensional zones: In this case, the surface is conceived as a multidi-

mensional blank canvas, where it is possible to use continuous or discrete move-

ments. Users can touch a point and then change their position to any other point

on the zone or make a continuous change. Absolute or relative positions are

used to define parameters, directly by positioning in each dimension. As such,

we can obtain as many parameters as dimensions the interface contains, that are

typically two or three but it is even possible to define a 1D zone, for example

imitating a string.

2.4.2. Levels of processing

We propose also a classification of processing frameworks on four basic types: vertex,

polygons and gestures. The first two are static processing of relations of detected points,

meanwhile gestures refers to understanding the dynamics of musician’s movements in

time.
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(i) Vertex: The analysis of the position of touched points on the surface and their

distances or angles. With this approximation, it is useful to set an anchor point

that the user will use as a reference. The anchor point could be set as a specific

position on the surface, the position of a finger at the beginning of a movement

or one finger that can change its position, as described in (B. Johnston et al.,

2012).

(ii) Polygons: The analysis of touched points on the surface. Absolute and relative

positions and angles can be analyze in order to estimate what posture the user

is doing in the surface. It could refer to a complex configuration of points, so it

may be necessary to rely on some kind of recognition system.

(iii) Gestures: A gesture refers to a movement composed by a set of postures over

time. It provides high-level information about the musician’s movements to un-

derstand what is the specific action a musician is doing considering the recent

history of observed points. With signal processing algorithms, it is possible to

track the position in time of a specific finger, that we propose to label as one-

dimensional gestures (1G), or changes on polygons formed by a set of fingers,

that implies a multi-dimensional gesture (MG) because the relations between

fingers are analyzed with the help of a gesture recognizer algorithm. Using this

approximation, it is possible to extract features like velocity, direction, changes

of size or even recognize a complex full movement.

2.4.3. Analysis of interaction and processing frameworks

A DMI can combine different kinds of interaction and processing frameworks to build

its own framework. When designed this way, it gives flexibility and more options for the

musician’s movements. However, some kinds of frameworks could be useful for some

actions while others are better fitted to control other options, in other words, each frame-

work has his own affordances that help the usage of a specific action to make changes in

the system. Which framework is more appropriate depends on the interaction, therefore it

changes for each subject, object and context.
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Interface frameworks and the specific layout determine what zones are active and how

values change. Keys will give us just an specific value, so it is impossible to choose con-

tinuous values, but it makes easy to control a single parameter. On the other hand, sliders

and multi-dimensional zones afford the selection of continuous parameters, but most slid-

ers can’t be changed to an specific value, the change must be continuous. Moreover,

multi-dimensional zones give a vector of continuous values with the representation of the

position of a touch point and can be changed continuously or discontinuously.

Each interaction framework being analyzed has its own intended action that represents

how the user will probably interact with the controls. This inteaction depends on the

affordances defined for the framework. Keys can be pressed, so the user will understand

he must press and then a single value will be obtained by the system. On the other hand,

sliders are draggable, so a continuous movement in one single direction is allowed; vertical

or horizontal continuous movements are afforded but it could be a circular movement in

the case of a knob. Finally, multi-dimensional zones could be touched with continuous or

discrete movements, so the user could press or drag in any direction.

The processing framework, meanwhile, can give more information about relations of

touch points in space and time. Vectors analysis gives us positions and angles relative to an

anchor point. Polygonal analysis can estimate the geometry formed by touch points. One-

dimensional gestures can tell us about velocity, acceleration and other changes suffered by

a touch point in time. Finally, gestures analysis could help us with the understanding of

the trajectory and changes in geometry experienced by touch points.

Processing frameworks could define relations on the user’s movements. Using an an-

chor point influences movements around it. One-dimensional gestures will bring signifi-

cance to continuous movements. Polygons and gestures analysis will facilitate that users

effectively utilize the actions that the system was designed for because they are meaningful

for the synthesis process.
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Different types of value requirements will demand different frameworks. Key-based-

frameworks could help the user to select an specific value easily, because visual feedback

is very clear (Mcglynn et al., 2012). In consequence, controlling pitch exclusively by

means of keys could be easy and boring for a musician, moreover, it wouldn’t contribute

for an expressive performance. Nevertheless, keys could help to easily activate an effect or

to define specific parameters. On the other side, sliders would help making a continuous

change of a specific parameter, such as the general volume of the system or an effect’s

input variable, but a multi-parametric change would be very difficult to achieve. With

multi-dimensional zones it is possible to obtain many values to control many parameters,

to change the timbre or a combination of envelope and pitch for example, but to achieve

accuracy on an specific position is complex.

Finally, gestures and its characteristics (as velocity or geometry) could activate and

modify some timbral features. The use of processing frameworks create the possibility

to change the synthesis in subtle ways, because they provide information about low and

high level changes on the musician’s movements that can be incorporated into a posterior

mapping stage. Nevertheless, DMI designers must reserve some space for communicative

movements that don’t produce sound, that have been proven to be a important aspect for

personal expressiveness.

2.5. Review of interaction and processing frameworks used in touchable DMIs

We analyzed frameworks used by twenty-eight multi-touch DMIs available on the mar-

ket or reported in the literature in order to understand how different framework elements

have been used on their design. Elements present on each framework were classified fol-

lowing section 2.4 and the results are summarized in table 2.1 in chronological order.

In general, we observe that interaction frameworks are not based on their affordances,

as described in section 2.4.3. The most common use of keys is to select pitch directly,

probably based on the idea of a piano or a keyboard, so is not very different from the
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Table 2.1. Levels of interaction and processing frameworks used on an-
alyzed multi-touch DMIs ordered from the oldest to the newest. Inter-
action frameworks are classified as based on keys (K), sliders (S) and
multi-dimensional zones (MD). Processing frameworks are classified as re-
lation of points (R), postures (P), one-dimensional gestures (1G) and multi-
dimensional gestures (MG). DMIs can combine any kind of framework to
build their own framework.

Interaction Processing
K S MD V P 1G MG

Continuum (Haken et al., 1998) X X X
Lemur (JazzMutant, 2017) X X X X
PreSenseII (Rekimoto & Schwesig, 2006) X X X
SoundRose (Crevoisier et al., 2006) X X X
SurfaceEditor (Kellum & Crevoisier, 2009) X X X X X
Arcontinuo (R. F. Cádiz & Sylleros, 2017) X X
Momu (Bryan et al., 2010) X X
Kitara (Misa Digital, n.d.) X X X X X
Mugician (Roberts et al., 2014) X X
Maggic Fiddle (Wang, 2011) X X X X
MT Musical Keyboard (Mcpherson & Kim, 2011) X X X X X
Soundplane (Madronalabs, n.d.) X X
ChoirMob (Alessandro et al., 2012) X X
TC-11 (Schlei, 2012) X X X X X
touch-enabled interface (Ren et al., 2012) X X
Linnstrument (Linn & Roger Linn Design, n.d.) X X X X
TouchOsc (Hexler, n.d.) X X X
Dualo (Dualo, n.d.) X X X
Capacitance based DMI (Walbeck et al., 2013) X
Roli (Roli, 2018) X X X X X
Gibber (Roberts et al., 2014) X X X
MiniAudicle (Salazar, 2014) X
Orphion (Trump & Bullock, 2014) X X X
SkipStep (Sarwate & Snyder, 2014) X
TouchNoise (Berndt et al., 2014) X X X
Touchpoint (Suda & Vallis, 2014) X X X X
Artiphon (Artiphon, n.d.) X X X X X
Elite (Touch Innovations, 2017) X X X

direct manipulation of a computer keyboard. To avoid that, some DMIs, like the Orphion

(Trump & Bullock, 2014), have used keys as multi-dimensional zones at the same time:
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keys select a central pitch that is varied with the distance to the center of the key. Another

approaches are the use of keys to (de)activate the system or to select some options. On

the other side, sliders and multi-dimensional frameworks have commonly been used to

control general parameters of the system or features of the sound synthesis.

Although processing frameworks haven’t been very popular, its usage is usually cor-

related with the recommendations presented in section 2.4.3. One-dimensional gesture

analysis, also called tracking, has been used to understand beginning an ending points of

any touch action, because it brings the possibility to generate one sound that begins and

ends with touch. The detection of relations, postures and gestures is connected to a multi-

dimensional control of timbre and amplitude. Nevertheless, in many cases, frameworks

don’t appear to be designed to lead movements based on musical metaphors: the gestures

and postures aren’t directly related with sound changes. Moreover, the use of gestures

on DMIs are usually related with gestures used on a typical tablet and mobile apps. The

exception are interfaces that incorporate elements from acoustical instruments, such as

Kitara (Misa Digital, n.d.), Artiphon (Artiphon, n.d.) and the Roli Seaboard (Roli, 2018),

that are performed in a similar fashion to the instrument that inspired them.

As was proposed by McGlynn (Mcglynn et al., 2012), DMIs designers have been very

conservative in the use of multi-touch surfaces. As we can see in table 2.1, some options

are very common and others are used by just some few musical instruments, and there

is not a clear evolution through the years when compared to advances in other areas of

HCI. Even when we would expect that evolution on computational systems and signal

processing algorithms could give us more tools to design DMIs, researchers and devel-

opers haven’t progressed at the same rate when incorporating interaction and processing

strategies that would ensure the interaction quality.
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2.6. Discussion and conclusions

Interaction design of DMIs is not a simple task because it involves many relations

between the musician, the DMI, other musicians and the audience. For these reasons, the

interaction quality must be a central objective on a DMI design process. Incorporating

the musicians opinions and experience from the beginning of the design process is very

important, as proposed in (Sylleros et al., 2014).

The model presented on section 2.3 allow us understanding and designing interaction

events on touchable DMIs. Musicians will interact with an specific interface that can be

controlled with interaction and processing frameworks, and as such it is important to think

and design what happens on these stages and how they relate to posterior mapping and

synthesis stages.

Sound must be controllable by the musician, meaning that interaction and processing

frameworks and the mapping stage must give sufficient possibilities for change. Designers

of DMIs have to think what is possible with the specific instrument and what the system is

facilitating, so it is important to choose frameworks that would allow to define parameters

in a precise and varied way.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPRESSIVE GESTURAL CONTROL OF SOUND SYNTHESIS IN

MULTI-TOUCH DIGITAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS BASED ON

FUZZY LOGIC

3.1. Introduction

1Gestures, from a control perspective, caGestures, from a control perspective, can be

defined as observed movements of the body that contain information. All of them have

a spatio-temporal component and an intention from the performer in an specific context,

that should be understood if we want to use them properly (Jensenius et al., 2010). There-

fore, the analysis of gestures in computational contexts does not only require information

about spatial position and its evolution in time (Cadoz & Wanderley, 2000) but also con-

textual information that allows the interpretation of meaning. These different sources of

information should be captured by sensors and processed and understood by an algorithm

(Schumacher et al., 2016; Camurri et al., 2005).

In musical contexts, gestures have had a central role along history. In the case of

traditional musical instruments, the musician’s gestures physically generate and modify

the sound, allowing musicians to control not only the pitch and loudness, but also very

subtle changes in timbre. Such gestures must be mastered by musicians in order to obtain

the desired sounds from their instruments. In addition, there are gestures that performers

use with the intention of communicating with the audience and other musicians or as a

response to the sound (Dahl et al., 2010). In this article, we are focused on the first case:

gestures that generate and modify sounds.

Furthermore, in artistic contexts, expressiveness has been described as emotional com-

munication (Arfib et al., 2005; Camurri et al., 2001, 2005; De Poli, 2004). In the particu-

lar case of music, some authors consider that expressiveness focuses on what message the

composer wants to transmit, a message that can be modified by the performer with changes

in tempo, timbre and dynamics (De Poli, 2004). From this point of view, gestures must

1This chapter was submitted to the Journal of New Music Research for peer review
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facilitate expression, giving performers the ability to control sound features, producing an

expressive sound (Arfib et al., 2005).

In the case of digital musical instruments (DMIs), gestures are usually captured by

different kinds of sensors in order to control the sound output (Wanderley & Depalle,

2004). DMIs typically use digital systems to synthesize sounds, and they are able to

produce sounds that are not possible to achieve in nature. By means of digital processing

techniques, designers of DMIs can connect any movement to any sound, depending of the

system features. In consequence, any source of information can be used to generate sound,

but the question of how to choose which information to connect to a particular synthesis

method does not have a simple answer.

Interaction P rocessing

M appingS ynthesis

S ensors

Figure 3.1. The interaction stage refers to controls that are present in the
system and the processing stage interprets received information for a better
understanding of the user’s movements. The mapping stage receives infor-
mation from both the interaction and processing stages and determines the
synthesis parameters. The synthesis stage produces the sound.(Gonzalez-
Inostroza et al., 2017)

DMIs have been usually modeled in the literature as a three stage process: controller,

mapping and synthesis (Wessel & Wright, 2002; Wanderley & Orio, 2002). Controllers

have sensors which capture information from the users’ movements. The mapping stage

translates this information into synthesis parameters. Finally, in the synthesis stage the

sound is produced depending on the results of the previous mapping stage. This model,
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although it captures the overall process of DMI design, fails to distinguish deeper levels

of information about the musician’s gestures. In consequence, the authors have proposed

an expanded version of this model (Gonzalez-Inostroza et al., 2017), as shown in figure

3.1. This expanded model divides the controller stage into an interaction and a processing

stage. The interaction stage establishes the organization and kind of controllers of the

interface and the processing stage extracts high level information about the musicians’

movements.

DMIs capture basic information from gestures in the interaction stage, usually as spa-

tial positions, but this information can be processed and interpreted as gestures in the

processing stage. Usually sensors are chosen and located following some design princi-

ples that help us to capture movements of the musician that will be later interpreted as

gestures. The importance of the processing stage is that it makes possible the process-

ing of the sensors information in order to obtain more details about the specific gestures

performed by musicians.

In order to generate more expressive DMIs, some authors have proposed that connect-

ing not any gesture feature to the sound synthesis algorithm, but including those that are

expressive, is essential (Camurri et al., 2001; Maes et al., 2010; Fabiani et al., 2012). In

order to achieve that, it is necessary to analyze gestures in terms of their expressiveness,

pushing designers to consider descriptors of movement closely related with expressive-

ness. Also, it is usually necessary to implement mapping stages that work with multiple

inputs and multiple outputs. Some approaches have used adapted functions (Maes et al.,

2010; Perrotin & D’Alessandro, 2013), rule-based systems, gestures recognition algorithm

(Caramiaux et al., 2014; Paradiso, 2014; Geiger, 2006; Street et al., 2016) or fuzzy logic

systems (Kreković & Posćić, 2015; R. F. Cádiz & Gonzalez-Inostroza, 2018).

We focus our work in the subset of multi-touch DMIs, which present specific chal-

lenges for the incorporation of expressiveness. Current approaches of expressiveness in
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touchable surfaces typically consider low level features of gestures and one-to-one func-

tions in the mapping stage. We propose the adaptation of expressive descriptors of move-

ment, of both low and high level, for multi-touch applications. We believe that the ex-

traction of meaningful descriptors of finger movements and their posterior analysis in

the processing stage can help us achieve a more expressive control in the sound synthe-

sis layer. We also propose a fuzzy logic inference system as the main mapping control

strategy. Fuzzy logic can be considered a machine learning technique which allows for

non-linear mappings based on expert human knowledge.

In section 3.2, we analyze the common trends in the usage of gestures for DMIs and

how they are usually mapped into sound. Section 3.2.2 focuses in the specific case of

DMIs that are based on multi-touch interfaces and we propose a way to describe the finger

movements in section 3.4.1. A review about strategies for gestural mapping is presented

in section 3.3. Our mapping system, based on fuzzy logic, is described in section 3.4 and

tested in a real DMI, the Arcontinuo, in section 3.5. Finally, in section 3.6 we discuss

the benefits of our system compared to other approaches and some implications for future

research.

3.2. Gestures and expressiveness

Expressiveness has been typically understood as the ability to transmit or communicate

an emotion (Arfib et al., 2005). In artistic contexts, “behaviors encode content information

(the ‘What’ is communicating) and expressive information (the ‘How’ it is communicat-

ing)” (Pelachaud, 2009). In the case of music, expressiveness can be analyzed from three

perspectives: “the composer’s message, the expressive intentions of the performer, and

the listener’s perceptual experience” (De Poli, 2004). We have chosen to focus on the

second case, the performer, who modifies the invoked emotion as she performs, by pro-

ducing subtle changes in sound, such as variations in tempo, pitch, loudness and timbre,

thus generating a specific expression to be transmitted (De Poli, 2004; Arfib et al., 2005).
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In acoustic music, expressiveness is usually related not just to sounds, but perhaps

more importantly to the coupling of the physical gestures with the resulting sonic output

(Leman et al., 2005). Musical gestures allow for expressiveness, as they let the performer

to finely control the sound in order to generate patterns that work together in a specific

context and to transmit a specific idea. Musicians use gestures to continuously control

the evolution of the sound, letting them to have control over the expression of the sound

(Wessel & Wright, 2002). In addition, gestures themselves constitute an important way

to communicate with the audience and other musicians (Leman et al., 2005; Arfib et al.,

2005; Paine, 2009).

In the case of DMIs, a careful design must incorporate a gesture analysis task, usually

done at the processing and mapping stages. For the processing stage, DMI’s designers

have tried to understand gestures with different movement analysis algorithms (Paine,

2013; Fabiani et al., 2012; Mancini et al., 2010; Camurri et al., 2005; Loke et al., 2007;

Gillian & Paradiso, 2012; Maes et al., 2010; Volpe, 2003; Fenza et al., 2005; Visi et al.,

2014; Schumacher et al., 2016). Even though the mapping of gestural information can

be designed in multiple ways, there is evidence that a complex mapping strategy, with

cross-coupled relations between many input and many outputs, achieves a higher degree

of expressiveness, as it would allow users to control multiple variables of sound at the

same time and think about the movement they should do instead of how the synthesis

work (Hunt et al., 2003).

In consequence, a key aspect of instrument design is the ability to understand and ana-

lyze gestures in order to achieve an expressive DMI. Embodied music cognition has shown

the importance of gesture in the understanding of musical expressiveness; as planning, ex-

ecution and perception of an action are similarly represented in the brain, the gesture that

generates a sound and the sound itself are understood as the same thing (Maes et al., 2014;

Antle et al., 2009; Bakker et al., 2012; Leman & Maes, 2014). Consequently, the expres-

sion that musicians achieve as sound can also be found in the gestural process (Maes et
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al., 2010). It is desirable, then, that DMIs could work as multi-modal interfaces that detect

expression in gestures in order to produce expressive sounds (Camurri et al., 2005).

Camurri et al. introduced the term expressive gesture, to specifically denote move-

ments that contain information related with emotions; gestures that encompass a partic-

ular expression which could be analyzed and later used to control a synthesis process

(2001). The problem, therefore, is finding means to analyze the expressiveness of a ges-

ture in a computational setting. Current sensing and processing technologies allow for the

development of interfaces capable of interconnecting different levels of movement and ex-

pressiveness analysis with the sound synthesis process (Camurri et al., 2005). Moreover,

“modeling of expressiveness in gestures, requires proper techniques that capture the subtle

temporal/spatial characteristics of expressiveness” (Camurri et al., 2001).

With this in mind, researchers have proposed strategies for mapping expressive fea-

tures of gestures into synthesis parameters. These features are usually calculated in the

processing stage of the DMI, as it was shown in figure 3.1. Some basic approaches focus

on detecting the quantity of movement in different parts of the body. Other systems have

used particular models of expressiveness. In section 3.2.1 we discuss general implemen-

tations of expressive gestures, and the particular case of expressive gestures for touchable

surfaces is discussed in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. Expressive analysis of gestures in DMIs

The expressive analysis of gestures should give us parameters that can make sense in

a computational system, in order to use these results in the later mapping stage of a DMI.

This expression must be connected to the temporal and spatial features of movements

without an explicit meaning (Camurri et al., 2001). These descriptors should be usually

calculated in real-time and with low latency.

In the literature we can find some implementations of expressive gestures based on

low level analysis of movements. The velocity, for example, is used as a basic and fast
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descriptor (Paine, 2013; Gillian & Paradiso, 2012). The quantity of motion (Camurri et al.,

2005; Mancini et al., 2010) has been used as a parallel of velocity when multiple points are

measured. Other option is the calculation of statistical features of acceleration, velocity

and jerk (Fabiani et al., 2012). Based on expressiveness movement analysis theories, some

authors have chosen specific features which provide abstract gestural information. For

example, contraction has been used to estimate body changes in space (Maes et al., 2010;

Gillian & Paradiso, 2012). Mancini et al. (2010) proposes the usage of impulsivity, defined

as the ratio between energy and duration of a movement, and directness, a measure of the

degree of flexibility of a trajectory.

Another approach is the recognition of what gesture the musician is doing. This type

of approximation typically involves the application of recurrent neural networks (RNNs)

or hidden Markov models (HMM) in order to classify which gesture the user is doing on

a set of pre-learned gestures. In this case, a set of gestures needs to be defined and the

system is trained to work just with these movements. Typically, users can add their own

gestures to the dataset of learned gestures. Software tools such as the Wekinator (Fiebrink

& Caramiaux, 2016) or x2Gesture (Street et al., 2016), have been developed with the aim

of facilitating the musicians’ work in gesture recognition.

The usage of a theoretical framework for the understanding of gesture expression,

such as Laban’s theories (Laban & Ullmann, 1975), allows for a higher level of analysis.

The Laban movement analysis (LMA) system provide a framework to understand move-

ments in terms of the usage of space and expressiveness (Truong et al., 2016; Hachimura

et al., 2005; Larboulette & Gibet, 2015; Loke et al., 2007). Laban defined four qualities

for movement description: body, space, shape and effort. Body describes states and spa-

tial relations between the body parts. The space quality refers to the path followed by the

movement in terms of direction and use of the space. Shape is a description of the geomet-

rical evolution of the movement in time. Finally, effort describes the behavior of energy

and dynamics in the development of the movement, which is related with expressiveness

and style (Samadani et al., 2013; Larboulette & Gibet, 2015).
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Based on implementations of LMA, some DMIs map expressive features of gestures

to synthesis variables (Loke et al., 2007; Fenza et al., 2005; Visi et al., 2017). As La-

banotation was initially developed for dance, implementations are conceived for full-body

systems and the creation of sounds from dancers’ movements. In this context, the effort

and shape qualities have usually been considered more relevant. Body and space quali-

ties are related with the kind of movement being made, while effort and shape, instead,

describe how the movement is made. For these reasons, effort and shape are typically

used to describe expressive movements, as they give information about expressiveness

and style in the performance of a gesture (Samadani et al., 2013; Fenza et al., 2005; Karg

et al., 2013).

3.2.2. Expressive analysis of gestures in multi-touch DMIs

The incorporation of expressiveness to DMIs with multi-touch surfaces presents par-

ticular challenges for instrument designers, because full-body analysis descriptions can’t

be directly applied. Hence, we now describe some efforts that have been made in order to

include expressiveness in the processing stages of DMIs with touchable interfaces.

One approach is the usage of descriptors based on individual fingers movements. For

example, the Linnstrument (Linn & Roger Linn Design, n.d.) and the Seaboard (Roli,

2018) calculate each finger movement’s descriptors separately in order to relate them with

the later synthesis process. Each finger is associated with a MIDI voice and their features

are modified in terms of the descriptors that each instrument calculates. In these cases,

3D position and velocities are relevant but also, some specific changes of gestures are cal-

culated. The Linnstrument and Seaboard use similar approaches for mapping: pressure is

related with loudness, pitch is set in a fixed position but modified by left/right movements

and timbral properties are modified with forward and backward movements. Also, strike

and release velocity are used to modify the timbral properties at the end and beginning of

the sound. The Orphion (Trump & Bullock, 2014) and GeoShred app (Wizdom Music,
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n.d.), are other examples, where deviations from a pre-defined zone are used as triggers

for expression.

A different idea is to obtain expressive features from the relations between different

fingers. For example, the apps TC-11 (Bit Shape, n.d.-b) and TC-data (Bit Shape, n.d.-a)

calculate descriptors for fingers movements but also include descriptors of relations be-

tween different fingers that are touching the surface (Schlei, 2012, 2015). Angles and

distances can also be used to control different variables of the sound synthesis process.

Also, the device (typically a tablet) motion sensors are typically incorporated to get infor-

mation from its accelerometer or gyroscope.

3.3. Gestural mapping

Mapping is a central stage in the process of sound production of a DMI and it is

considered a key part for the expressiveness of musical instruments. As we established

before, data obtained from the interaction and processing stages has to be mapped into

sound synthesis parameters. However, as working with gestural information typically

implies working with a large number of inputs, the mapping strategy is not easy to design.

The usage of metaphors is considered a desirable feature in a mapping process. On one

side, human-computer interaction studies of DMIs have shown the importance of a clear

understanding about the instrument functioning: when musicians understand how to mod-

ify the sound, the interaction performer-instrument works (Fels et al., 2002). On another

side, embodied cognition studies have highlighted the benefits of the usage of metaphors

in interactive interfaces and determined that they facilitate learning and usability (Antle et

al., 2009; Bakker et al., 2012). In summary, a mapping stage based on metaphors can help

designers to simplify how the instrument work and achieve a better performance.

Different strategies for the mapping stage can modify the complexity of the sound

production stage. For example, a mapping can take only one movement variable and
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translate it into one synthesis variable, called a one-to-one strategy. A one-to-many strat-

egy relates one input to multiple outputs. Many-to-many strategies, meanwhile, connect

changes in multiple parameters of movement with multiple parameters of sound resulting

in several cross-coupling relations (Wanderley & Depalle, 2004). Research has shown

that one-to-one and one-to-many strategies limit the interaction and expressiveness due

to its simplicity: musicians often think about how the synthesis work instead of how to

play the instrument to achieve a specific sound (Wanderley & Depalle, 2004). Many-to-

many strategies, on the contrary, can create complex mappings that allow musicians to

control the sound in multiple ways, as it usually happens in traditional instruments, and,

as a consequence, produce more expressive results (Hunt et al., 2003; Wessel & Wright,

2002).

Some systems use mathematical functions to map gestural information into synthesis

parameters. This includes the usage of gesture descriptors in the processing stage: math-

ematical expressions that describe some aspects of movements. Descriptors are taken as

the inputs for a mathematical function which determines the value of a particular syn-

thesis variable. The function can be a well-known mathematical expression or can be

designed for this specific purpose. Functions typically must be fine-tuned to work with

specific parameters, and they can be pre-designed, but in many cases they are open to let

the musicians modify the instrument as they wish, as in (Maes et al., 2010; Perrotin &

D’Alessandro, 2013). One problem of this approximation is the difficulty of generating

interesting multi-parametric functions which could allow many-to-many mappings. As

a result, parallel one-to-one strategies are common, negatively impacting the creation of

metaphors that involve change of a large number of parameters at the same time.

There are also systems that define mapping rules of behavior. Typically, this implies

the definition of multiple rules, based on expert knowledge, that are activated according to

the descriptor values. Some approximations work with decision trees that select different

rules of behavior following the previous decisions. This approach can be mixed with

customized functions or representations of expressiveness in different levels of mapping.
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Rules can imply settings about parameters and usually require many rules and a significant

amount of previous analysis.

The usage of recognition systems, based on machine learning techniques, imply a

fixed mapping stage modified with specific descriptors. Once a gesture is recognized, it

is associated with a specific sound, making it necessary to train the system by selecting

some gestures and sounds that constitute the base of the system (Caramiaux et al., 2014;

Paradiso, 2014). This approach has problems adding variations to the sound synthesis, as

subtle changes on movements would not necessarily be captured directly. As a result, ex-

pressiveness is constrained, because sounds can not be finely modified. To add expressive

features, some DMIs have incorporated other descriptors of movement. For example, the

position (Geiger, 2006) and the variance from the learned gestures (Street et al., 2016) can

be used to achieve a greater level of expression.

The usage of fuzzy logic is another possible strategy which gives the option of mapping

many inputs into multiple outputs based on simple linguistic rules (Kreković & Posćić,

2015; R. F. Cádiz & Gonzalez-Inostroza, 2018). Fuzzy logic helps to treat the variables of

a system in a conceptual way, instead of a numerical one, which is easier and more attuned

to use in musical contexts. Also, it allows the usage of movement descriptors with multiple

outputs and complex rules. Rules can define a behavior based on the understanding of the

movements and their features, as we will discuss now.

3.3.1. Fuzzy-based mapping

Fuzzy logic (Bandemer & Gottwald, 1995; Cox, 1994; Klir & Yuan, 1995; Kosko,

1993; McNeill & Freiberger, 1993) is a concept derived from the mathematical branch

of fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965) that applies multi-valued logic to these sets. In a narrow

sense, fuzzy logic refers to a logical system that generalizes traditional two-valued logic

for reasoning under uncertainty, allowing multiple values of truth. In a broader sense, it

refers to all theories and technologies that employ fuzzy sets (Yen & Langari, 1999). In

general, when fuzzy logic is applied to a problem, certain aspects of the human reasoning
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process can be emulated, imprecise information can be taken into account and decisions

based on vague and incomplete data can be made (Kosko, 1993).

Fuzzy logic systems have been widely used in a variety of fields, most prominently

engineering and control applications (Kosko, 1993) (Klir & Yuan, 1995), but they have

also been applied to other areas as diverse as economics, business and finance (Von Al-

trock, 1997), sociology (Dimitrov & Hodge, 2002) and geology (Demicco & Klir, 2004).

In the specific case of music, Landy included fuzzy logic as one of the potential areas

for the future music world (Landy, 2001). Fuzzy logic has been used in the computer

music field to compose, control and synthesize sound. As “fuzzy logic is a powerful way

to implement non-linear mappings and intuitive control of a high number of non-intuitive

synthesis parameters” (R. F. Cádiz & Gonzalez-Inostroza, 2018), it is an ideal approach

for DMI mapping design.

In a fuzzy model, variables are treated as “fuzzy” variables, in the sense that they

represent a conceptual understanding of a feature instead of a pure numerical one, and

rules can be easily specified in the form of IF-THEN statements. This facilitates the task

of designing a complex and non-linear mapping strategy. In order to facilitate the work

of musicians and DMI designer with fuzzy logic systems, the authors have developed a

software tool labelled the Fuzzy Logic Control Toolkit (FLCTK) (R. F. Cádiz & Gonzalez-

Inostroza, 2018; R. Cádiz & Kendall, 2006), a series of functions implemented as external

objects for the widely used real-time compositional environments Max/MSP (Cycling ’74,

n.d.) and Pd (Pd Community, n.d.). This tool allows to create and modify fuzzy systems

in the fly and try its behavior in real-time.

3.4. A system for expressive sound control in multi-touch DMIs

We believe that a deeper understanding, focused on expression, of the fingers’ move-

ments would allow us to make more expressive and natural sound synthesis for multi-touch

environments. In order to do that, we present a system which helps to control with a high
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Figure 3.2. DMIs model applied to the proposal. Our system is designed
for DMIs using multi-touch surfaces. The processing stage calculates ex-
pressive gestural descriptors, which are the inputs for the mapping stage
that use a fuzzy logic inference engine to map descriptors into synthesis
variables following the rules defined by the user.

degree of detail a sound synthesis engine based on an expressive analysis of gestures, us-

ing expressive gestural descriptors and a fuzzy logic system. The descriptors of section

3.4.1 help us to understand gestures in terms of expressiveness and geometry, letting the

user define rules that links the musician expressiveness with the sound qualities. In the

mapping stage, a fuzzy logic system maps the descriptors (inputs) to synthesis parameters

(outputs) following rules that the musician/composer can specify as will. The rules of the

fuzzy system can be easily modified in order to fine-tune a specific task.

An interaction stage for a general multi-touch surface, that provides information about

the position and the pressure of each finger, was considered. In the processing stage,

as figure 3.2 illustrates, this information is used to estimate finger descriptors that give

information about geometry and expressiveness features of the gestures being produced.

There is a set of 19 general descriptors and 25 per finger, that users can choose in order to

generate rules that describe the gestures that they consider appropriate. The mapping stage

consists of a fuzzy system that links the descriptors with synthesis variables following

the rules defined by the user. In order to facilitate the work, inputs and outputs were

normalized. The scaled outputs of the fuzzy system can be connected, as inputs, to any
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synthesis system. Finally, when the musician plays the DMI, the synthesis variables will

be updated according to the rules.

Our system is implemented in MaxMSP and can work with any multi-touch surface.

Some descriptors are calculated for each finger and others depend of the interaction be-

tween all of them. The FLCTK (R. F. Cádiz & Gonzalez-Inostroza, 2018) was used to

implement the fuzzy logic engine. The system receives the inputs and gives the outputs

following the specified rules. This strategy allows for rule-based mappings that consider

not just geometry estimations, but also expressiveness. The rules can be easily made to

represent metaphors, helping musicians and audiences to understand in more clarity the

inner working of the DMI while being performed on stage.

3.4.1. Expressive gestural description on multi-touch surfaces

In the following section we describe a series of descriptors that capture expressive fea-

tures of the fingers while they move along a touchable surface. Despite previous efforts

to study hand movements from an expressive perspective (Samadani et al., 2011; Laiyang

& Junjun, 2014), the study of gestures in multi-touch surfaces is not abundant and it has

mostly focused on positions and dynamics. Based on Larboulette & Gibet (2015), we

selected some low and high level descriptors used in classic analysis of gestures and we

incorporated others that are more connected to expressiveness. Most of them have been

typically applied to all-body movements, so we adapted them for the case of multi-touch

environments. Some descriptors were calculated for each finger k and others were calcu-

lated for all the fingers that are detected at a given time. The group which involved every

finger k is denoted with the letter K.

3.4.1.1. Low level descriptors

These descriptors give information that can be calculated very fast and describe basic

features of movements. We classify the descriptors as individual or grouped, in order to

analyze the movement of a single finger in contrast with the contextual movement of all
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the fingers. The following formulas use a non-causal notation, but they can be properly

adjusted when implemented in real-time.

• Individual descriptors:

– position: vectorial description of the 3D position of finger k

~pk(ti) =


xk(ti)

yk(ti)

zk(ti)


– displacement: vectorial description of the 3D displacement of the fingertip

k from its position at the beginning of the movement.

~dk(ti) = ~pk(ti)− ~pk(0)

– velocity: change in time of the position

~vk(ti) =
~pk(ti+1)− ~pk(ti−1)

2t

– acceleration: change in time of the velocity

~ak(ti) =
~pk(ti+1)− 2~pk(ti) + ~pk(ti−1)

t2

– jerk: the derivative of acceleration, related with smoothness of a movement

~jk(ti) =
~pk(ti+2)− 2~pk(ti+1) + 2~pk(ti−1)− ~pk(ti−2)

2t3

– curvature: the inverse of the radius of a trajectory at time ti

Ck(ti) =
‖ ~ak(ti)× ~vk(ti)‖
‖~vk(ti)‖3

– time since origin: milliseconds since a finger began to touch the surface

• Group descriptors:

– number of fingers: number of fingers that are touching the surface
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– total area: the sum of the areas, related to pressure, of all active fingers

AT =
∑
k∈K

Ak(ti)

– center of mass: weighted average position considering the areas of the

fingers

CoM(ti) =

∑
k∈K

Ak(ti) ∗ ~pk(ti)

AT

– bounding box: volume that spatially encapsulates the movement.

The descriptors that were calculated for individual fingers are also calcu-

lated for groups considering the weighted average of active fingers. As the

formulas are very similar, they are not explicitly shown here.

3.4.1.2. High level descriptors

We propose the usage of descriptors based on LMA, but adapted to fingers in order

to analyze the movements of the musicians and subsequently map them into synthesis

variables. As was mentioned in section 3.2.1, the effort and shape features of movement

are connected to expressiveness and we focus on them both. Some mathematical imple-

mentations of effort and shape for hands and fingers have been proposed (Samadani et al.,

2011, 2013; Laiyang & Junjun, 2014). Typically they consider different parts of the hand

as single points in space. Consequently, descriptors are calculated for a single point or for

a group of them. In multi-touch systems, we just have information about the positions of

fingers that are touching the surface. In this paper we present some adaptations of effort

and shape dimensions of LMA to our context. In the following formulas, we assume that a

generic multi-touch surface accurately provides the position and an estimation of pressure

of each finger in 3D and a unique ID to identify each one.
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• Effort descriptors describe the use of energy and expressiveness in the devel-

opment of the movement. They are divided into four factors: space, time, flow

and weight.

– Weight effort focuses on the usage of energy. Two opposite motions can be

described in terms of their weight: strong or light. A strong movement has

a higher level of weight effort, as it is powerful and involves a greater force

amount. Light movements, on the contrary, have lower levels of weight as

they use less energy and are more delicate.

Weightk(T ) = max‖~vk(ti)‖2, i ∈ [1, T ]

Weight(T ) = max
∑
k∈K

wk‖~vk(ti)‖2, i ∈ [1, T ]

– Time describes a sense of urgency of the movement: sudden or sustained.

Sudden movements are quickly and urgent, and have a bigger value of time

effort descriptor. Sustained movements are continuous, with small changes

in time, resulting in a smaller time effort.

Timek(T ) =
1

T

T∑
i=1

‖ ~ak(ti)‖

Time(T ) =
1

T

∑
k inK

T∑
i=1

wk‖ ~ak(ti)‖

– Space express how the space is used and how the movement is related with

its surroundings. It differentiates two opposite poles: direct (straight, fo-

cused) and indirect (flexible, multi-focused).

Spacek(T ) =

T∑
i=2

‖ ~xk(ti)− ~xk(ti − 1)‖

‖xk(T )− xk(t1)‖
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Space(T ) =
∑
k inK

wk

T∑
i=2

‖ ~xk(ti)− ~xk(ti − 1)‖

‖xk(T )− xk(t1)‖

Direct movements have a smaller value of Space effort than indirect move-

ments.

– Flow describes the continuity of the movement. It distinguishes between

free and bounded movements.

Flowk(T ) =
1

T

T∑
i=1

‖~jk(ti)‖

Flow(T ) =
1

T

∑
k inK

T∑
i=1

wk‖~jk(ti)‖

A free movement has a higher value of flow effort compared to a bounded

one.

• Shape descriptors show how the body, or fingers in our case, are changing in

time. We apply it to relations between different touch points.

– Directional indicates how the path that the movement follows is. It distin-

guishes between arc-like and a spoke-like trajectories.

Dir(T ) =
1

T

∑
k inK

wk

T∑
i=1

Ck(ti)

A high directional value implies arc-like movements.

– Shape flow describes the evolution of the relationships between fingers.

Maximum and minimum values were previously calculated in the bounding

box.

Ax(ti) = ‖Maxx(ti)−Minx(ti)‖

We use the volume covered by the fingers:
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V olume(ti) = Ax(ti) ∗ Ay(ti) ∗ Az(ti)

To obtain the shape flow, we must calculate the change of the volume:

Shape(ti) =
V olume(ti)− V olume(ti−1)

ti − ti−1

– Shaping specifies how the shape is changing in terms of space usage in

each dimension. For dimension x we have:

Shapingx(ti) =
Ax(ti)− Ax(ti−1)

ti − ti−1

The same equation could be applied for each dimension. It let us distin-

guish between rising/sinking, retreating/advancing and enclosing/spread-

ing changes in each corresponding dimension. A positive value indicates

a growth in the respective dimension and a negative value a shrinking.

3.4.1.3. High level descriptors

We propose the usage of descriptors based on LMA, but adapted to fingers in order to

analyze the movements of the musicians and subsequently map them into synthesis vari-

ables. As was mentioned in section 3.2, the effort and shape features of movement are

connected to expressiveness and we focus on them both. Some mathematical implemen-

tations of effort and shape for hands have been proposed (Samadani et al., 2011; Laiyang

& Junjun, 2014). Typically they consider the whole hand as a single point in space. Con-

sequently, descriptors are calculated for a single point or for a group of them, but not

for individual fingers. In this paper we present some adaptations of effort and shape di-

mensions of LMA to our context. In the following formulas, we assume that a generic

multi-touch surface accurately provides the position and an estimation of pressure of each

finger in 3D and a unique ID to identify each one.
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• Effort descriptors describe the use of energy and expressiveness in the devel-

opment of the movement. They are divided into four factors: space, time, flow

and weight.

– Weight effort focuses on the usage of energy. Two opposite motions can be

described in terms of their weight: strong or light. A strong movement has

a higher level of weight effort, as it is powerful and involves a greater force

amount. Light movements, on the contrary, have lower levels of weight as

they use less energy and are more delicate.

Weightk(T ) = max‖~vk(ti)‖2, i ∈ [1, T ] (3.1)

Weight(T ) = max
∑
k∈K

wk‖~vk(ti)‖2, i ∈ [1, T ] (3.2)

– Time describes a sense of urgency of the movement: sudden or sustained.

Sudden movements are quickly and urgent, and have a bigger value of time

effort descriptor. Sustained movements are continuous, with small changes

in time, resulting in a smaller time effort.

Timek(T ) =
1

T

T∑
i=1

‖ ~ak(ti)‖ (3.3)

Time(T ) =
1

T

∑
k inK

T∑
i=1

wk‖ ~ak(ti)‖ (3.4)

– Space express how the space is used and how the movement is related with

its surroundings. It differentiates two opposite poles: direct (straight, fo-

cused) and indirect (flexible, multi-focused).

Spacek(T ) =

T∑
i=2

‖ ~xk(ti)− ~xk(ti − 1)‖

‖xk(T )− xk(t1)‖
(3.5)
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Space(T ) =
∑
k inK

wk

T∑
i=2

‖ ~xk(ti)− ~xk(ti − 1)‖

‖xk(T )− xk(t1)‖
(3.6)

Direct movements have a smaller value of Space effort than indirect move-

ments.

– Flow describes the continuity of the movement. It distinguishes between

free and bounded movements.

Flowk(T ) =
1

T

T∑
i=1

‖~jk(ti)‖ (3.7)

Flow(T ) =
1

T

∑
k inK

T∑
i=1

wk‖~jk(ti)‖ (3.8)

A free movement has a higher value of flow effort compared to a bounded

one.

• Shape descriptors show how the body, or fingers in our case, are changing in

time. We apply it to relations between different touch points.

– Directional indicates how the path that the movement follows is. It distin-

guishes between arc-like and a spoke-like trajectories.

Dir(T ) =
1

T

∑
k inK

wk

T∑
i=1

Ck(ti) (3.9)

A high curvature value implies arc-like movements.

– Shape flow describes the evolution of the relationships between fingers.

Maximum and minimum values were previously calculated in the bounding

box.

Ax(ti) = ‖Maxx(ti)−Minx(ti)‖ (3.10)

We use the volume covered by the fingers:
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V olume(ti) = Ax(ti) ∗ Ay(ti) ∗ Az(ti) (3.11)

To obtain the shape flow, we must calculate the change of the volume:

Shape(ti) =
V olume(ti)− V olume(ti−1)

ti − ti−1
(3.12)

– Shaping specifies how the shape is changing in terms of space usage in

each dimension. For dimension x we have:

Shapingx(ti) =
Ax(ti)− Ax(ti−1)

ti − ti−1
(3.13)

The same equation could be applied for each dimension. It let us distin-

guish between rising/sinking, retreating/advancing and enclosing/spread-

ing changes in each corresponding dimension. A positive value indicates

a growth in the respective dimension and a negative value a diminution.

3.5. Arcontinuo: a case of study

Figure 3.3. The Arcontinuo (R. F. Cádiz & Sylleros, 2017) is a DMI with
a curved multi-touch surface. It provides a continuous tracking of all ten
fingers in three-dimensional space.
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In order to test our proposed fuzzy gestural mapping approach, the Arcontinuo was

chosen. Arcontinuo is a DMI with a user-centered design, consisting on a curved multi-

touch surface, as it can be seen in figure 3.3, capable of detecting and tracking positions

and pressures of all ten fingers (R. F. Cádiz & Sylleros, 2017; Sylleros et al., 2014). The

Arcontinuo outputs the finger information via MIDI Polyphonic Expression (MPE), mak-

ing it compatible to almost any sound synthesis engine on the market.

3.5.1. Test of expressive gestural descriptors

CoM x

CoM y

CoM z

Weight

Shape Flow

Directness

Figure 3.4. Descriptors’ behavior for simulated Arcontinuo. The center of
mass in x, y and z, weight, shape flow and directness change following the
changes of movements (top). In the three first cases, the simulation just
changed the center of mass in one of the axes. In the latter cases even when
center of mass does not change, descriptors related with expressiveness do
change.

We implemented the descriptors of section 3.4.1 in MaxMsp (Cycling ’74, n.d.) and

tested them with the Arcontinuo and a simulated version of it. The inputs are position

(x,y), pressure (z) and area for each finger. We use overlapped windows of 15 samples for

descriptors that consider more than one sample, but the user can set how many samples

the system takes into account. Another variable to take into consideration is the weighting

of each finger for group descriptors. Other implementations of gestural descriptors have
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CoM x

CoM y

CoM z

Weight

Shape Flow

Directness

Figure 3.5. Descriptors’ behavior for real Arcontinuo. The center of mass
in x, y and z, weight, shape flow and directness change following the
changes of musician’s gestures (top). The descriptors behaviors are sim-
ilar to the simulated version.

proposed a fixed value depending on the volume of each part of the body or one for every

analyzed part. For the case of multi-touch surfaces, as the number of fingers touching

the surface is not fixed and it’s not possible to detect the actual finger that is acting, it

is important to consider other options. In our system, the weight of descriptors for each

finger correspond to its area divided by the sum of all the areas.

We compared different movements and the changes in descriptors they made. De-

scriptors actually give information that let us distinguish between them. As an example,

in figures 3.4 and 3.5 we compare descriptors values in a simulated version of Arcontinuo

and the real one for a set of gestures: press and release, horizontal and vertical trajecto-

ries, two fingers moving diagonally, three fingers enlarging and reducing the triangle they

form, two fingers drawing circles with variable radius. Each gesture principally affect one

descriptor for both the simulated and real versions of the Arcontinuo. We observed that

even though the last three gestures conserve their center of mass, there are descriptors that

capture their changes rapidly. For example, in the fifth gesture, when the shape is growing
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and shrinking but the center of mass is the same, nevertheless, we can rely on shape flow

to capture this change.

3.5.2. Mapping based on fuzzy logic

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
L M H

Variable

Degree of
membership

Figure 3.6. Membership functions used for fuzzy inputs and outputs have
triangular shapes. Values are classified in three categories: L (low), M
(medium) and H (high). As it is a fuzzy representation, variables can be-
long to more than one membership function at the same time.

Using a fuzzy system implies the definition of inputs, outputs and rules. We defined six

outputs and selected six inputs that belong to some of the gestures descriptors explained

in section 3.4.1: Center of mass in x, y, z, weight effort, shape flow and directness. We

considered normalized versions of the inputs and outputs in order to simplify the fuzzifi-

cation. Three fuzzy membership functions, with a triangular shape were chosen, as figure

3.6 displays, in order to define the degree of membership for each input and output: low

(L), medium (M) and high (H). These three levels correspond to a conceptual understand-

ing of descriptors and can be related to a qualitative description of gestures. For example,

a slow gesture has a low velocity. In the case of descriptors adapted from Labanotation, as

table 3.1 shows, low and high functions correspond to a specific feature of gestures. For

example, a low shape flow is equivalent to a shrinking gesture.
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Table 3.1. Equivalences of fuzzy memberships for Labanotation-derived
descriptors. Laban defined opposite gestures for each dimension, and they
can be associated with the values of their corresponding descriptors. For
example, a movement can be bounded or free; if it is bounded, the flow
effort is low and if it is free the flow effort is high.

Descriptor Low (L) High (H)
Weight Effort light strong
Time Effort sustained sudden
Space Effort direct indirect
Flow Effort bounded free
Directional spoke-like arc-like
Shape flow shrinking growing
Shaping x widening narrowing
Shaping y lengthening shortening
Shaping z bulging hollowing

We defined the rules following three strategies that show different possibilities of ex-

pressive mappings. The first case, discussed in section 3.5.2.1, considered many one-to-

one rules, built based on one descriptor related to only one output variable. The example

described in section 3.5.2.2 encompasses rules based on some complex gestures, where

changes in more than one descriptor affect two or more outputs. Finally, the third exam-

ple, presented in section 3.5.2.3, shows how to create rules based on musical metaphors

with a higher degree of complexity. In all of these cases, we hope to clarify the potential

usage for our system and how it can help musicians to easily define rich and non-linear

mappings based on expressive gestural descriptors.

3.5.2.1. Example 1: rules based on descriptors

In order to make a preliminary test of our system, we defined rules that link only

one descriptor to only one output. We selected six inputs: Center of mass in X, Y and Z

(CoMx,CoMy,CoMz), Weight effort (Weight), shape flow (Shape) and directness (Direct).

The system has six outputs variables (O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6) that were mapped into the

amplitude of six sinusoids of different frequencies. These rules were established following
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Table 3.2. Fuzzy rules used for example 1. These rules map only one ges-
tural descriptor to one synthesis variable. Different ways to define rules
were used in order to check how the outputs behavior changed.

1. If (CoMz is L) then (O1 is L) (1)
2. If (CoMz is M) then (O1 is M) (1)
3. If (CoMz is H) then (O1 is H) (1)
4. If (CoMx is L) then (O2 is H) (1)
5. If (CoMx is M) then (O2 is M) (1)
6. If (CoMx is H) then (O2 is L) (1)
7. If (CoMy is L) then (O3 is L) (1)
8. If (CoMy is M) then (O3 is M) (1)
9. If (CoMy is H) then (O3 is L) (1)
10. If (Weight is L) then (O4 is L) (1)
11. If (Weight is H) then (O4 is H) (1)
12. If (Shape is not L) then (O5 is H) (1)
13. If (Shape is not H) then (O5 is L) (1)
14. If (Direct is not L) then (O6 is L) (1)
15. If (Direct is not H) then (O6 is H) (1)

the changes of six basic gestures, showed in figures 3.4 and 3.5, which only modify one

descriptor at a time.

As shown in table 3.2, rules are linguistic in nature and can be designed following

different strategies. For example, rules 1-3 assign the same feature from input to output; if

CoMz is high, then O1 is high. In addition, we also built rules that have the inverse result

(rules 4-6) or the same result for extreme values (rules 10-11). Finally, rules 12-15 use a

negation operator in the inputs, so we could check the effects of such rules in the results.

In order to test the system, we simulated both the selected basic gestures and also a

set of complex gestures that involve changes in multiple descriptors, to check the outputs

behavior. Figure 3.7 portraits changes in inputs and outputs for the rules of this example.

As it can be seen, in the first six cases, that represent basic gestures with just one varying

descriptor, the modification occurs just in one output. Meanwhile, in the last six gestures,

we observe changes in the same number of outputs as inputs vary.

In figure 3.7 it can be observed that outputs are not just a linear representation of

the inputs, but that they replicate the instructions provided by the rules. Also, it is easy

to notice that the fuzzy tool can follow different rules independently. Figure 3.8 shows
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Direct

Figure 3.7. Example 1 results. Inputs (top) change according to different
gestures (middle) and outputs (bottom) respond based on the rules specified
in table 3.2. In this example rules modify only one output depending on
only one input but they are applied all together at the same time.

clearly that the mapping depends on the rules: O1, which is connected just with regular

rules, does not have a soft shape; O5, on the contrary, is related to rules with a negation

operator that modify the shape and the range of the mapping surface. As rules are one-

to-one, these surfaces are not very complex. A video of the results of this experiment 2

illustrates how gestures that modify just one descriptor can shape the overall sound.

2Available at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PXj6p0jVP pa4r3x1
-UJWbkwKa8O6MYR?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PXj6p0jVP_pa4r3x1-UJWbkwKa8O6MYR?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PXj6p0jVP_pa4r3x1-UJWbkwKa8O6MYR?usp=sharing
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Figure 3.8. Mapping surfaces of example 1 for the first and fifth outputs.
As these rules relate just one input to one output, surfaces only change
when one input does.

3.5.2.2. Example 2: rules based on a subset of gestures

Table 3.3. Fuzzy rules for example 2. Rules were constructed following
descriptor values representing specific gestures. Each gesture was coupled
to one behavior of a set of outputs.

1. If (CoMx is L) and (CoMy is L) then (O1 is L)(O2 is H) (1)
2. If (CoMx is M) and (CoMy is M) then (O1 is M)(O2 is M) (1)
3. If (CoMx is H) and (CoMy is H) then (O1 is H)(O2 is L)(O3 is H) (1)
4. If (CoMy is L) and (CoMz is L) then (O3 is L)(O4 is H) (1)
5. If (CoMy is M) and (CoMz is M) then (O3 is M)(O4 is M) (1)
6. If (CoMy is H) and (CoMz is H) then (O3 is L)(O4 is L) (1)
7. If (Direct is not L) and (Weight is L) then (O5 is L)(O6 is L) (1)
8. If (Direct is not L) and (Weight is not L) then (O5 is L)(O6 is H) (1)
9. If (Shape is not M) and (CoMy is H) then (O2 is L)(O4 is L)(O6 is L) (1)
10. If (Shape is not M) and (CoMy is not H) then (O2 is H)(O4 is H)(O6 is H) (1)
11. If (Direct is not L) and (CoMx is L) then (O2 is L)(O4 is L)(O6 is L) (1)
12. If (Direct is not L) and (CoMx is M) then (O2 is M)(O4 is M)(O6 is L) (1)
13. If (Direct is not L) and (CoMx is H) then (O2 is H)(O4 is H)(O6 is L) (1)
14. If (Weight is H) and (CoMz is H) then (O1 is H)(O2 is H)(O3 is H)(O4 is H)(O5 is H)(O6 is H) (1)
15. If (Weight is H) and (CoMz is not H) then (O1 is M)(O2 is H)(O3 is M)(O4 is H)(O5 is M)(O6 is H) (1)

In this second example, we have chosen a subset of gestures that imply a particular

behavior of descriptors in order to build rules that respond to these gestures with a specific

behavior of outputs. We analyzed the values that descriptors take when the selected ges-

tures are performed and defined the rules detailed in table 3.3. These rules respond with
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Figure 3.9. Example 2 results. Inputs (top) change following the gestures
(middle) and outputs (bottom) respond according to the rules of table 3.3.
In this case, rules were created using one input to represent specific gestures
and they modify more than one output, but they are applied all together at
the same time.

some desired values for pairs of outputs. The gestures that we considered were a diagonal

line, a vertical line with changing pressure, a fast and slow circle, two fingers opening

and closing vertically, a circular movement with regular velocity, and a diagonal line with

variable pressure. We analyzed how descriptors change for each gesture and set the rules

following these behaviors. For example, for the case of circles we realized that directness

is medium or high, but never low, so in rules 7-9 and 11-13 we wanted to set a behavior

for non-low values of this descriptor.
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Figure 3.10. Mapping surfaces of example 2 for the first and fifth outputs.

We tested the system with the gestures captured by the rules and other simpler and

complex gestures; the results are shown in figure 3.9. In this example, basic gestures suc-

cessfully follow the outputs defined with the fuzzy rules, moreover, they interact creating

complex mappings. The system can mix rules and react to changes that activate more than

one rule, as it can be observed for diagonals and circles that activate rules 1-6 and 7, 8,

11-13 respectively. In these cases we see outputs that mix the results of all the rules that

are active at a given time. Also, the system reacts satisfactorily to other gestures that were

not considered in the design process, relying on the power of fuzzy systems to respond to

unexpected inputs.

As shown in figure 3.10, rules act forming a coupled relation between inputs that were

related in the same rules. For example, the first output, which is modified by CoMx and

CoMy in rules 1-6, depends of the values of both inputs at the same time. A potential

problem of this approximation is the tendency of outputs to remain in the middle of the

range (0.5), as it can be checked for some outputs in figure 3.9. In the provided sound

example, it is also noticeable that even when some sounds stand out from the rest, all the

sounds are present all the time.
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Figure 3.11. Example 3 results. Inputs (top) change following the gestures
(middle) and outputs (bottom) respond according to the rules specified in
table 3.4. In this case, rules were constructed following different musical
metaphors. As a result, cross-coupled and complex mappings were gener-
ated.

3.5.2.3. Example 3: rules based on musical metaphors

In this example, we considered a specific musical context and generated a set of fuzzy

rules that could work on a real musical performance. We connected the fuzzy system to a

more complex sound synthesis engine and chose rules that could relate gestural descriptors

and sets of them with specific behaviors of the sound output. We wanted to use our system

to create musical metaphors in the mapping stage that could let musicians to expressively

perform a multi-touch DMI.
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For this example, we selected a double carrier frequency modulation (DCFM) synthe-

sis to experiment with different possibilities in terms of sound. This synthesis follows this

equation:

s = Aw1 sin(fc1 + I1 sin(fm1)) + Aw2 sin(fc2 + I2 sin(fm2))

The audible result is the sum of two independent FM generators, which allows us to

create formant regions in the spectrum. For this example, we considered Fc1 = fm1 and

Fc2 = fm2 , in order to generate harmonious sounds. To set Aw1 and Aw2 , we focused

on the relations between them, so the variable W was set to define the amplitude Aw1 in

the range [0-1] and Aw2 = 1−W (Roads & Strawn, 1996). The general amplitude of the

sound is setted by A. The synthesis variables are then :fc1 , fc2 , W , I1, I2, A. The synthesis

is finally defined as:

s = A(W sin(fc1 + I1 sin(fc1)) + (1−W ) sin(fc2 + I2 sin(fc1))

The rules were defined following some classical mapping strategies. The literature has

shown that many musical instruments have a general layout to define the pitch for specific

positions (or sets of them) but they can be modified with particular gestures (Hunt et al.,

2003; Kvifte, 2008). Following that idea, we decided to use two kinds of rules: general

rules and modifier rules. As was noted in examples 1 and 2, the usage of one-to-one

rules can be used to define rules that work for one or specific groups of descriptors for

a particular one gesture. In consequence, some general rules were defined with a high

weight and modifier rules have lower ones. This rule design strategy can give us synthesis

variables that are mostly dependant on general rules but can be subtly changed by modifier

rules, giving expressiveness as the user can control these changes.

Table 3.4 shows the general and modifier rules defined for this example. The general

rules (1-13) define the basic form of outputs, following a distribution of pitch and typical

statements about mapping in DMIs. For example, volume is modified by the center of
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mass in Z, which is related with the force that the user applies, and pitch is coupled with

higher frequencies at the lower and left zones of the instrument. In addition, rules 14-

20 have a lower weight of 0.7 and also modify the synthesis variables, in order to give

expressiveness to the system. For example, rule 14 enlarges the values of the frequency

and modulation indexes when shape is not medium (so there is a big change of shape),

that implies a higher pitch with a wider spectrum.

Table 3.4. Fuzzy rules for example 3. We constructed basic rules (1-12)
that provide the basis for the parameters behavior but that can be changed
the modifier rules (13-20), that have a lower weight. Basic rules take into
account geometric descriptors and modifier rules consider expressive de-
scriptors.

1. If (CoMz is L) then (W is H)(A is L) (1)
2. If (CoMz is M) then (W is M)(A is M) (1)
3. If (CoMz is H) then (W is L)(A is H) (1)
4. If (CoMx is L) and (CoMy is L) then (fc1 is L)(fc2 is L)(I1 is H)(I2 is L) (1)
5. If (CoMx is M) and (CoMy is L) then (fc1 is L)(fc2 is L)(I1 is H)(I2 is L) (1)
6. If (CoMx is H) and (CoMy is L) then (fc1 is M)(fc2 is M)(I1 is H)(I2 is M) (1)
7. If (CoMx is L) and (CoMy is M) then (fc1 is L)(fc2 is M)(I1 is M)(I2 is M) (1)
8. If (CoMx is M) and (CoMy is M) then (fc1 is M)(fc2 is H)(I1 is M)(I2 is L) (1)
9. If (CoMx is H) and (CoMy is M) then (fc1 is H)(fc2 is M)(I1 is L)(I2 is M) (1)
10. If (CoMx is L) and (CoMy is H) then (fc1 is M)(fc2 is H)(I1 is M)(I2 is M) (1)
11. If (CoMx is M) and (CoMy is H) then (fc1 is H)(fc2 is M)(I1 is M)(I2 is M) (1)
12. If (CoMx is H) and (CoMy is H) then (fc1 is H)(fc2 is H)(I1 is M)(I2 is M) (1)
13. If (Shape is H) or (WeightEffort is H) then (A is H) (1)
14. If (Shape is not M) and (WeightEffort is H) then (fc1 is H)(fc2 is H)(I1 is H)(I2 is H) (0.7)
15. If (Shape is not M) and (WeightEffort is M) then (fc1 is M)(fc2 is M)(I1 is H)(I2 is H) (0.7)
16. If (Shape is not M) and (WeightEffort is L) then (fc1 is L)(fc2 is L)(I1 is M)(I2 is M) (0.7)
17. If (Direct is not L) and (CoMz is H) then (fc1 is L)(fc2 is H)(I1 is H)(I2 is H) (0.7)
18. If (Direct is not L) and (CoMz is not H) then (fc1 is L)(fc2 is M)(I1 is H)(I2 is H) (0.7)
19. If (Shape is H) then (fc1 is H)(fc2 is M)(W is H) (0.7)
20. If (Shape is L) then (fc1 is H)(fc2 is L)(W is L) (0.7)

This system provides a tool to define a complex mapping based on expressive descrip-

tion of gestural information. We can easily define rules based on linguistic information,

as table 3.4 shows, and obtain complex mappings, as it can be seen in figure 3.12. As an

example, in figure 3.12a, values of fc1 (first frequency carrier), change in terms of CoMx

and CoMy. We can see that frequency changes in a non-linear fashion and gives the option

to find the same frequency value in different positions. Also, figure 3.12b illustrates how
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weight effort and CoMz interact to define the value of the amplitude of the synthesis. In

this case, it is clear CoMz primarily defines the value of A, but it can be also modified by

weight, especially when it has a high value. This complexity helps to give expressiveness

to the system, as the sound can be modified by expressive features of gestures, giving the

possibility to make subtle changes in sound based on subtle changes in gestures.
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Figure 3.12. Surfaces show the synthesis parameters behaviors when de-
scriptors change. Figure 3.12a illustrates values of frequency carrier 1 (fc1)
for all possible values of center of mass in X and Y (CoMx and CoMy). In
this case, fc1 has a complex mapping with multiple ways to obtain specific
values of fc1. In figure 3.12b changes of amplitude for different values of
center of mass in z (CoMz) and weight effort (Weight) can be observed.
The amplitude is clearly related with the values of CoMz but high values
of weight also increase it.

The testing of the system, shown in figure 3.11, revealed that the rules worked as

desired. Similar gestures effectively have similar sounds that can be modified with subtle

changes in the development of the gesture. For example, gestures 1 and 7, that correspond

to press and release, just differ in their changes in pressure, which in turn means that the

pressure changes with different velocity, which affects the weight effort. In consequence,

they both keep fc1, fc2, I1 and I2 but W and A change, resulting in an expressive control

of the sound. The same situation happens with diagonal lines, that differ on I2, W and A.

In the case of the different tested gestures, the system responded satisfactorily following

the rules, as it can be seen in the video examples.
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Finally, the system was tested using a real DMI: the Arcontinuo. As it can be seen

in the accompanying video (example 4)3, as the musician performs the instrument using

complex gestures, the descriptors are calculated accordingly and sent to the fuzzy infer-

ence system. The system reacts in different ways for expressive features of the gestures

and, as a result, the sound is modified based on the rules previously defined in this exam-

ple.

3.6. Discussion and Conclusions

How to include expressiveness in digital musical instruments is still a challenge for

instrument designers. Even when technology has developed new strategies to sense and

analyze movements, there is not a consensual approach about how to achieve expressive-

ness in DMIs. The expressive analysis of gestures can help us to develop a common under-

standing about emotional communication in artistic fields, with the usage of multi-modal

interfaces. This lack of understanding about it is more obvious in the case of multi-touch

surfaces, because most of the available studies have focused on full-body approximations.

However, there are efforts that have opened the perspectives to work on stage with an ex-

pressive approximation of gestures, and we hope to contribute to that area with this work.

In order to synthesize digital sounds while performing on stage, it is important to

develop a system that would let us analyze gestures at both a low and high level in real-

time. Low level descriptors can explain instantaneous development of gestures, which can

enlighten what is being done. High level descriptors provide a more detailed analysis in

a short time about how performers are doing the gestures. In order to achieve a better

understanding of gestures, the usage of the descriptors that we present in this paper can

give us a numerical analysis that can be useful for designing effective mappings.

3Available at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PXj6p0jVP pa4r3x1
-UJWbkwKa8O6MYR?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PXj6p0jVP_pa4r3x1-UJWbkwKa8O6MYR?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PXj6p0jVP_pa4r3x1-UJWbkwKa8O6MYR?usp=sharing
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We have shown that descriptors that usually have been used on systems for full-body

movement analysis also are compatible with touchable surfaces with some small modifica-

tions and provide a good approximation that would let us distinguish expressive features.

Descriptors based on Laban’s theories can be a great tool to work in expressive multi-touch

systems: they provide some support for a mathematical analysis of expression of fingers

in touchable surfaces.

Mapping of gestural information, which usually consider multiple inputs and outputs,

require strategies that can let musicians modify the system’s behavior easily and under-

stand and predict how it would react. Approaches like functions settings do not provide

clear information and can confuse users. On another side, approaches based on gesture

recognition, such as hidden Markov models or neural networks, usually respond satisfac-

torily to pre-trained gestures but not to unforeseen ones. In consequence, it is desirable

to have an alternative that would let us produce appealing mappings using a high level

understanding of the system with appropriate responses for any gesture.

We have proposed fuzzy logic as an interesting option for DMI mapping design based

on gestural information. Such a system would let us define multi-parametric common-

sense rules, based on simple linguistic orders. Rules can have different degrees of rele-

vance, that may facilitate the preponderance of some rules over others. In addition, we

have shown that the incorporation of musical metaphors using our system can be easily

achieved.

The design of such behavior rules can be initially made using common sense or theo-

retical analysis, but we consider that it is of primordial importance the incorporation of the

user intention from the beginning of the process. A further study with a more acute focus

on the construction of rules is therefore suggested. In this case, it would be important to

test the interaction between musicians and the specific DMI being analyzed.
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